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Chapter 1:  Introduction to Luminescence and Field-Effect Transistors 

 

     All materials systems studied in this volume are directly relevant to applications in 

solid state luminescence or active electronics.  Aspects of photoluminescence (PL), 

electroluminescence (EL), and field-effect transistors (TFTs) are explained.  Fabricated 

test structures demonstrate performance for EL devices and for TFTs.  The underlying 

chemistry is studied to maximize performance and rationalize device behaviors.  

Fundamental chemistries are also studied independently of solid state devices.  

Development of new materials systems, in particular, requires knowledge of chemical 

behavior at interfaces and during phase changes.     

     Luminescence describes the process whereby materials absorb energy by any of 

various mechanisms, and subsequently release a portion of this energy as non-thermal 

electromagnetic radiation [1].  Kitai [2] reminds us that, “all luminescence is generated 

by means of accelerating charges.”  In general a luminescent system, or phosphor, must 

absorb energy, effectively transfer the energy to a luminescent center, and emit a photon 

before nonradiative decay occurs.  In solid state materials such as direct bandgap 

semiconductors, the luminescent center may be characterized by the lattice itself.  This 

type of luminescence is often described by electron-hole combination.  In other cases, the 

solid state material acts as a host for luminescent impurities incorporated in the lattice 

atomically or in small clusters.  The environment around the luminescent center, or 

activator, may be created by selecting the appropriate host, and may be further modified 

by substitution of non-luminescent elements.  Energy states for these activators are 

frequently attributed to intra-atomic transitions and interpreted as modifications of free 

ions.  When orbitals involved in luminescent transitions interact with the host 

environment, luminescent characteristics are greatly affected [1,3,4].  Important 

characteristics for luminescent centers, such as the nephelauxetic effect, Stokes shift, 

crystal field splitting, and broadness of the emission band, are all related to the activator 

environment.      

     Eu is among the most useful luminescent activators, and luminescence from Eu2+ 

centers is an excellent indicator of environmental effects.  The emission of Eu2+ is 
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described by the atomic transition: 4f 65d 1 → 4f 75d 0.  The relative energies of 5d levels 

are greatly modified by local bonding, so transition energies reflect the environments of 

dopant sites [3,4].  By incorporation in a variety of hosts, the reported emission for Eu2+ 

ranges from ultraviolet to infrared [5].  Implicitly, full color displays may be constructed 

entirely from Eu2+ emission in a variety of host materials.  The nephelauxetic effect and 

crystal field splitting, as related to Eu2+ luminescence, are demonstrated in Figure 1-1.  

Crystal field splitting, and the nephelauxetic effect to a lesser extent, are both addressed 

in many introductory texts, i.e. Ref. [6].  The nephelauxetic effect arises from covalent 

interactions between the activator and neighboring atoms that relax the confinement of 

localized electrons and diminish electron-electron repulsion, so that energy states are 

lower compared to isolated atoms.  Crystal field splitting arises from the differences of 

interaction for d orbitals in a nonspherical environment.  Crystal field splitting is 

successfully described as an ionic effect, but is more realistically treated by bonding 

models. 

     As with the previously mentioned effects, excited-state relaxation also contributes to 

the energy of emitted photons.  Perhaps more importantly, local relaxation greatly 

determines the efficiency of a phosphor.  The Stokes shift is the difference in energy 

between the lowest excited state and the most intense emission.  A large Stokes shift 

often results in low quantum efficiency because local distortions usually increase the 

probability of nonradiative transitions.  The efficiency and brightness of a new phosphor 

can’t be reasonably predicted.  However, lattice vibrations often provide the activation 

energy for nonradiative decay, and rigid lattices sites undergo less distortion upon 

electronic excitation [1].  This guideline is most accurate when the luminescent 

mechanism is described by pseudo-atomic transitions.  The configurational coordinate 

model depicts the energies of ground and excited states as a function of relative atomic 

position.  Through lattice vibrations, the excited state energy may coincide with ground 

state vibrational overtones to allow nonradiative decay.  An implication of thermally-

induced decay is that thermal quenching experiments typically establish the efficiency 

ceiling for a given phosphor.  Even if the absolute efficiency is not known, the quantum 

efficiency is unlikely to exceed the level established by the quenching ratio. 
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     High quality crystallites are critical to luminescent efficiency because high defect 

densities provide a greater probability that luminescent centers will emit energy by 

nonradiative paths.  Transfer of energy between luminescent centers amplifies the 

probability of nonradiative decay.  In high quality crystallites, the lattice also better 

approximates infinitely identical repetition.  Thus, each luminescent center will be similar 

and the emission band will be as narrow as other factors allow (minimal inhomogenous 

broadening). 

     The distribution of photons emitted by a phosphor determines its color.  If all 

emissions were characterized by a very narrow distribution of photon energies (i.e. line 

emission), the classification of color would be reasonably simple.  More often, a range of 

wavelengths (energies) are represented.  Then the perceived color is determined by the 

response of three color receptors and the eye’s spectral luminous efficiency.  Across most 

of the visible spectrum, multiple receptors are simultaneously active.  To account for 

these factors, the human spectral response was determined empirically.  Based on this 

information, standard representations were formulated as the 1931 CIE (2° circular field) 

and 1964 CIE (10° circular field) colorimetric systems [7].  The red, green, and blue 

components are all assigned relative values.  Since these values are interrelated, two 

numbers represent the color of emission.  It is most common to use x and y as CIE 

coordinates, often represented on a two dimensional grid.  It should be noted that 

luminescent displays require each red, green, and blue, to create full color images.  The 

color purity of each (as quantified by the CIE coordinates) determines the maximum 

range of possible colors.  Luminescent proportions from each phosphor can be mixed, but 

the individual phosphor colors can’t be refined except by color filters that reduce 

luminance.  Consequently, a tradeoff usually exists between light output and color purity.   

     In photoluminescence, absorbed energy takes the form of electromagnetic radiation 

(light).  Absorption of light is commonly addressed in all phases of matter.  Selection 

rules predict the interaction of light with atoms, molecules, and crystalline solids.  High-

field electroluminescence is relatively less studied.  In this process the phosphor is 

sandwiched between dielectrics under an applied field [2,8,9].  EL device structures are 

also given in Ref. [9], and in chapter 3.  At high fields, charges within the phosphor or at 
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dielectric interfaces, accelerate through the phosphor to excite luminescent centers.  

Owing to the mechanism of excitation, the effectiveness of an electroluminescent 

phosphor cannot be judged by its photoluminescence.  Once the luminescent center is 

excited, the factors that determine color and efficiency are frequently similar as to other 

luminescent methods.             

     Field-effect transistors (FETs) control current by modulation of carriers in a 

semiconductor under application of electric fields.  Field-effect TFTs are explained more 

explicitly in chapter 8, but a depiction of a TFT structure is also provided in Figure 1-2.  

Briefly, it’s important to consider that carriers are generated in the semiconductor region 

adjacent to the dielectric layer, and travel parallel to this interface.  The quality of the 

semiconductor layer, the dielectric layer, and their associated interface are exceptionally 

important.  The mobility (μ) of a TFT device is essentially the ease with which a 

generated carrier transverses the active region.  The implications of device mobility are 

often trivialized, and yet reported mobility values are often exaggerated or obscenely 

calculated in order to appear larger.  For example, if the semiconductor layer is highly 

conductive even under no applied field, then it may distribute charge over a large area 

when the field is applied.  Then current will be detected in the form of leakage through 

the dielectric.  This type of current is not effectively modulated through normal device 

operation, so it cannot be attributed to semiconductor mobility.  In fact, many TFT 

devices with poor-quality semiconductors can function because localized crystallization 

will provide localized mobility, and traps (including interfaces between grains) will 

control free carriers under no applied field.  Of course, a device need not perform ideally 

to be considered a TFT, but performance parameters are not relevant unless the device 

functions to a minimum set of standards.  Proper device characterization is explained by 

Wager et al. [10].  When TFTs are implemented in electronic circuits, there is no doubt 

that high mobility semiconductors enable performance and minimize energy 

consumption. 

     For any TFT, the dielectric layer must effectively separate charge.  Often, the key to 

high-performance TFT devices is the quality of the dielectric layer.  When other 

components are compromised, the dielectric must perform to an even higher standard.  
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As pointed out by Robertson [11], prevalent use of the semiconductor Si is largely due to 

the extraordinary insulating characteristics of its native oxide.  A short list of dielectric 

materials are commonly employed.  For many of our applications we rely on thermally 

grown SiO2, or aluminum titanium oxide (ATO) grown by atomic layer deposition.  We 

also undertook the ambitious project of developing dielectrics by solution-phase 

deposition.  Experience and knowledge gained in this endeavor has lead to an assortment 

of solution-deposited materials and structures.  Many of these insights are also discussed 

in chapter 8. 
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Figure 1-1.  Simplified representation of the nephelauxetic effect and crystal field 
splitting as they affect the luminescent center Eu2+ in a ligand environment.  
Luminescence occurs with the electronic transition 4f 65d 1 → 4f 75d 0. 
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Figure 1-2.  Field-effect TFT structure and region of device current under normal 
operation.  More particularly, this is a bottom-gate, coplanar, field-effect TFT.  The left 
image depicts the components of the device; the right image is the same device during 
operation, in a simplified edge-view.  The direction of current indicates VGS > VT, and 
VDS > 0, for an n-type semiconductor layer.  For further explanation of device operation, 
refer to Ref. [10].   
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Chapter 2:  Properties and Synthesis of MgS 

 

Introduction 

     MgS is a significant solid state material of both scientific and engineering interest, 

though fundamental investigation of MgS was largely neglected en route to technological 

development.  As a main group compound with a simple structure, it should be included 

with other main group sulfide, halide, and oxide materials in order to evaluate property 

trends and develop theories of solid state science.  Because lightly doped MgS 

luminesces with high efficiency, it has frequently been sought for light-emitting 

applications [1].  In some modifications, its characteristics as a barrier layer also lend to 

fabrication of complex thin-film structures that provide quantum confinement for 

semiconductor materials [2,3].  For many purposes, the experimental determination of 

MgS properties have been limited by the quality of synthesized material and 

understanding of phase stability, leading to several inconsistent reports about physical 

properties.  While the synthesis of MgS is a considerable challenge, some researchers 

have described single phase preparation.  More often than not, products are characterized 

by contaminants, high defect densities, and poorly formed crystallites.  Given more 

reliable preparative techniques, discrepant reports could be resolved and performance 

characteristics could be systematically optimized.  In the present work, elementary solid 

phase properties and synthetic methods are surveyed.  From analysis of preparative 

chemistries, a strategy is presented whereby MgS powder can be reliably synthesized 

with readily available supplies and moderately simple equipment. 

Nature of structure and bonding in MgS, and brief survey of properties 

     MgS is often categorized as an ionic solid, sharing many characteristics with 

analogous compounds of the heavier alkaline earth elements.  Yet the relative ionicity 

value assigned to MgS is considered to lie at the edge of the ionic–covalent transition [4].  

For example, in the Mooser–Pearson structure diagram [5] for MX compounds, MgS 

directly affects the demarcation between tetrahedral (covalent) and octahedral (ionic) 

compounds.  These borderline classifications have naturally lead to examination of 

structure types under a variety of preparative conditions.  Related to any potential 
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structure, the degree of covalency substantially influences those properties dictated by 

local environment interactions.  For technical applications such local effects are apparent, 

for example, at interface zones and dopant sites.  To better understand these effects, 

structure and bonding tendencies are summarized, and general physical properties are 

also used to guide further material development. 

     MgS characteristically crystallizes in the rock salt structure, as predicted by ionic 

theory for a radius [6] ratio of 86pm/170pm = 0.51.  Atomic size and covalency suggest 

that other structures are possible, and each of pyrite, CsCl, NaCl, NiAs, wurtzite, and zinc 

blend, has been considered.  Magnesium can only be expected to assume the oxidation 

state of (plus) two, so non-stoichiometric structure types are extremely unlikely.  The first 

listed sulfide pyrite typically occurs only with transition metals, though ZnS2 (pyrite) has 

been synthesized under high pressures and moderate temperatures [7].  Similar results for 

MgS2 (pyrite) have never been reported.  CsCl structure features eight-fold coordination, 

but it has been suggested as a very high pressure form of MgS.  Upon application of 54 

GPa (at room temperature), only the stable NaCl was experimentally detected [8].  

Pressures > 100 GPa may be necessary to induce phase transformation [9], and the CsCl 

phase has not been realized.  The remaining four structure types offer slightly different 

arrangements for the six and four coordinate local environments.  The relative stabilities 

of these phases have been calculated and reported in several works, i.e. Ref. [10], 

generally following the order of increasing stability zinc blend < wurtzite < NiAs < NaCl.  

Bulk MgS has only been reported to adopt the NaCl structure by any synthetic route, but 

this and other structures have been generated in thin films where metastable forms can be 

realized under prescribed conditions.  Electron-beam deposition with cold condensation 

and subsequent annealing has produced a metastable hexagonal arrangement [11]–

consistent with the NiAs or wurtzite structures.  Four coordinate structures have been 

specifically attempted by epitaxial growth on single crystal substrates such as GaAs.  

Metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) has generated thin films reported as zinc 

blend type [12].  The structure can be retained to a film thickness of at least 10 nm, or 

also by alternating 5 nm layers with ZnSe in artificial superlattices.  Smoother and denser 

films with the zinc blend structure are deposited by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 
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using magnesium metal and ZnS as the sulfur source [2,13,14].  Moderate substrate 

temperatures (~ 250 °C) suppress zinc incorporation (typically 0.5–2% metals) within 

these MgS films.  These small levels of zinc do not intrinsically stabilize the zinc blend 

structure, but the high fidelity growth provides uniform morphology and film thicknesses.  

Still, noticeable strains develop by 20-nm thickness.  Stacking faults relieve some strain 

so that films to ~ 130-nm thickness retain the zinc blend structure and density.  Above the 

critical thickness, or with sufficient activation energy, the NaCl structure is probably 

unavoidable.  

     A reliable compilation of data is lacking for bulk MgS, and specific data is frequently 

omitted from tables displaying other alkaline earth chalcogenide information.  Though 

properties are inconsistently reported and many have not been studied, the most credible 

information elucidates the nature of the material.  MgS forms spontaneously from the 

elements with a large evolution of heat.  It behaves as a refractory (m.p. ~ 2226 °C) under 

inert atmosphere.  For all measured conditions, bulk material crystallizes in the rock salt 

structure (Int. S.G. # 225, or H-M symbol Fm−3m), the same structure adopted by the 

alkaline earth sulfides CaS, SrS, and BaS.  The unit cell for MgS is predictably the 

smallest in this series (cell edge = 5.19–5.20 Å), resulting in theoretical density of 2.66–

2.68 g/cm3 [1,15–17] .  Inaccurate densities of 2.84 and 2.86 g/cm3 are still commonly 

ascribed to MgS.  One could speculate that catalogers have chosen the largest values 

reported, assuming greatest accuracy.  This approach is clearly only valid for direct 

measurements, but highly susceptible to error when applied to various calculated 

densities.  In this case the particularly high values are seemingly two interpretations of 

early published diffraction for MgS powder [18].  Closer review of that XRD data 

suggests experimental errors such as nonsymmetric X-ray film shrinkage or geometric 

misalignment, and overstated precision.  The benefit of another four score and five years 

of measurements has established the unit cell to greater certainty, so continued reports of 

densities > 2.68 g/cm3 are not founded on scientific disagreement but inheritance of 

misinformation.  The optical bandgap of MgS was suggested as ~ 4.6 eV, based on 

diffuse absorption behavior at 80 K [19].  Another study found the optical absorption 

edge at ~ 5.4 eV by simple powder reflection, though no supporting data was supplied 
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and bandgap evaluation was not performed [20].  Excitation spectra for MgS with 

different luminescent activators also feature common host absorption in that UV region.  

In any of these studies, a variety of defects may also contribute to near band absorption.  

Thorough evaluation of the fundamental bandgap has not been performed, so reference 

tables for alkaline earth chalcogenides are incomplete, i.e. Ref. [21].  From available 

evidence, and comparison with group trends, it’s very likely the bandgap absorption 

energy is > 4.4 eV, so MgS is expected to be transparent (or white in powder form).  

Despite a reported clear single crystal [17] and numerous accounts of white or off-white 

powders, the body color is often given as red or brown (i.e. Ref. [22]).  While a point 

defect (F+ center) absorption energy has been calculated (but not measured) as 3.1 eV 

[23], other colored defects are not specifically addressed in literature but probably occur 

primarily in poorly formed material.  In sum, the known properties of MgS are 

reasonably consistent with other alkaline earth sulfides.  Given a simple structure type, 

vast stable temperature range, and technical relevance, the material should be well 

studied.  Several authors have acknowledged information deficiencies and fundamental 

assessments continue to be reported.  Dependable supplies of material would promote 

consistent studies for the alkaline earth sulfide series and expedite characterization of 

MgS.  In addition, many studies will require the ability to retain material integrity during 

doping, mixing, heating, and other processing.   

The basic impedance for preparing MgS and overview of synthetic strategies 

     From all available reports, it’s abundantly clear that MgS will not form under many 

conditions that yield CaS, SrS, and BaS.  Instead, magnesium oxides are usually 

prevalent in the products.  Based on the principle of hard–soft acids and bases, one might 

anticipate magnesium to have the greatest affinity for sulfur among these alkaline earth 

elements since it has the highest electronegativity and sulfur is a soft base.  Yet all four 

metal atoms are hard acids (and therefore lithophiles rather than chalcophiles), so their 

relative affinities for oxygen are expected to be more important. The stabilities of sulfides 

(compared to oxides) are assessed by the thermodynamics [24] of the reactions: 

MO + H2S  →  MS + H2O            (M = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba) 

                        MO + ½ CS2  →  MS + ½ CO2 
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For H2S reactions involving oxides of Mg, Ca, Sr, or Ba, the standard Gibbs free energies 

of reaction (ΔG◦) equal +32.2, −60.0, −96.7, and −125.4 kJ/mol respectively.  ΔG◦ for 

analogous CS2 reactions equal −3.1, −95.3, −132.0, and −160.7 kJ/mol, respectively.  The 

difference between the two sets simply reflects the energies of the gas phase species, and 

is necessarily identical for each metal atom comparison (|ΔE| = 35.3 kJ/mol).  Reaction 

energies are reasonably insensitive to temperature.  For example, at 1100 K all reaction 

energies are within 10 kJ/mol (and have the same signs) of values given above at 298 K.  

The reactions are therefore directly comparable between metal atoms and provide 

simplistic explanation for the relative ease of preparation of CaS, SrS, and BaS, and the 

difficulty or failure to produce MgS.  The particularly large difference between Mg and 

Ca is commonly expressed in many alkaline earth property trends, so may be chemically 

intuited.  

     Even by means of small-scale reactions in the literature, attempts to synthesize MgS 

have been inconsistent, though sometimes successful.  Powders can also be obtained from 

commercial sources.  For example, studies have credited Alfa Aesar or Johnson-Matthey 

as suppliers, and GFS Chemicals currently lists MgS (99.5% metals basis) at 5g for 

$86.30.  Of course supplier preparation will determine characteristics such as purity, 

surface structure, native defects, and crystallite size. For very simple purposes, these 

powders can be obtained and analyzed without modification. For any studies that require 

alternative parameters or involve mixing or device integration, MgS is additionally 

susceptible to degradation.  Powders have a propensity to form MgO in the presence of 

small amounts of water or other oxide compounds, including many solid oxides.  MgS 

particles of all sizes are reactive with ambient air, but smaller and highly defected 

particles are more prone to oxygenation due to relatively larger surface areas (per mole) 

or unsatisfied lattice arrangements.  It has been noted that stoichiometric MgS is 

dramatically more stable than similar material that is slightly contaminated [1].  

Furthermore, oxygen and other contaminants often suppress growth of large, symmetric 

crystallites.  These observations illustrate (to the astute scientist) that well-formed grains 

and stoichiometric conversion are product of good technique and ambient control, 

regardless of size.  The majority of failures for synthesis and processing are attributed to 
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oxygenation or ineffective techniques attempting to avoid problems of oxygen 

incorporation.  Several strategies are reviewed and evaluated in the following. 

     Straightforward combination of the elements can produce MgS.  At all stages of 

preparation, oxygen and moisture must be rigorously excluded because these will lead to 

MgO which is stable in the presence of sulfur.  Even when sources of oxygen are 

avoided, there have been problems with this formation strategy.  The elements react very 

slowly at low temperatures, though higher temperatures promote rapid and powerful [25] 

oxidation/reduction (ΔHf (298 K)  = −346; ΔHf (900K) = −408 kJ/mol).  Extreme local 

heating and the presence of liquid magnesium (m.p. = 649 °C) can thus soften and 

compromise the reaction vessel.  Increased temperature also exerts higher pressure of 

sulfur gases, and the reaction chamber (often fused silica) is liable to explode.  Slow and 

gradual heating or small quantities of reactants lessen exerted pressure.  Therefore this 

procedure typically requires several days of heating time [26] or yields small quantities of 

product, both of which minimize production for a given furnace volume and time.  Very 

recently these limitations were addressed by use of a gradient temperature furnace [27].  

The product was evidently single phase, though SEM revealed irregular morphology.  Mg 

metal has also been sulfurized under flowing H2S, with similar exothermic response upon 

initiation [28].  Complete reaction of Mg metal is apparently sluggish.  Other researchers 

combined Mg, S, and graphite with microwave energy.  Graphite was shown to facilitate 

microwave formation of MgS phase (and probably consume oxygen contaminants), but 

the product was massively contaminated with carbon [29].  Despite long reaction times 

for metal sulfurization, appropriate fluxing and separation schemes have not been 

demonstrated in literature.  The technique of variable heating zones has decreased 

reaction times, but it’s not clear whether resulting MgS grains are inferior or superior to 

slowly reacted products. 

     Other non-oxide reactants have been investigated.  Metal-organic sources were used 

for previously mentioned epitaxial film growth, but these have not been adopted for bulk 

syntheses.  Mg(CH2CH3)2 has been reacted with H2S in diethyl ether [30].  The solid 

product consisted of small agglomerated particles, with large amounts of contained 

carbon.  Also MgH2 plus S generated MgS after low temperature mixing in a ball mill 
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[31].  Again, the product consisted of small, irregular particles with some presence of 

MgO (likely from oxide contamination during hours of ball milling).  Evidently these 

highly reactive starting materials give some of desired phase, but do not readily provide 

high-quality crystallites.  

     Rather than avoiding oxygen at all stages of reaction, a variety of magnesium oxides 

are converted to MgS under flowing H2S or CS2.  Among the starting materials are MgO, 

MgCO3, and MgSO4.  (NH4Cl)MgCl2•6H2O and MgCl2 are also oxide-type because 

MgCl2 deliquesces in air and can’t be deoxygenated by heating.  The chloride materials 

are typically heated under H2S below 700 and finally at 1000 °C [32].  The other oxides 

are heated in H2S or CS2; H2S is preferred at temperatures ≥ 1100 °C while CS2 has been 

employed for temperatures < 1000 °C.  Assorted ammonium and alkali halides have not 

promoted full sulfurization by fluxing action.  Nearly all complete conversions of oxides 

to MgS require addition of PCl3 gas to H2S [1,33], or use of CS2, both of which scavenge 

oxygen contaminants.  The presence of halide reactants PCl3 and MgCl2 have produced 

(undoped) powders with visible absorption and caused diminished brightness for MgS 

phosphors, indicating lesser quality crystallites with more defects.  Therefore only CS2 

reactions are shown to generate single phase, high-quality MgS from magnesium oxides 

(i.e. Refs. [19,20]).  On the bases of powder appearance (ideally white), X-ray phase 

evaluation, and brightness as a luminescent host, MgSO4 has been the most effective 

source for synthesizing MgS. 

     Review of myriad strategies has confirmed that synthesis of MgS remains very 

challenging.  Some of the earliest methods, namely sulfurization of Mg metal or Mg 

oxides, have generally produced MgS with the most success.  It’s interesting to note that 

an early report of metal sulfurization [28] gave white product that was also vigorously 

reactive with water, indicating poorly formed grains.  Only two SEM images were found 

to represent symmetric grains of MgS.  One powder depicting small grains was obtained 

through a commercial source [34], from unknown preparation method.  The other depicts 

96% MgS (4% CaS) powder, with a small percentage of MgO, resulting from H2S 

treatment of a MgO combustion product [35].  Therefore, no available report has 

sufficiently demonstrated preparation of MgS powder comprised of well formed 
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crystallites.  Yet there is considerable piecemeal and anecdotal evidence that highest 

quality MgS is formed by CS2 reactions with magnesium oxides, particularly with 

MgSO4.  With consideration that MgS must often be processed and reheated, the 

capability to resulfurize surface oxides is invaluable for most applications.  Syntheses of 

MgS from oxide sources are further examined in the next section. 

Assessment of MgS preparation from magnesium oxides 

     Equilibrium thermodynamics indicate that pure MgS will not predominate in the 

presence of oxygen, so magnesium oxide reactants are always subjected to flowing 

excess of H2S or CS2.  Continuous introduction of sulfur sources will eventually generate 

pure MgS provided this material is retained while volatile products are expelled.  Yet in 

most syntheses, a detectable percentage of MgO exists that can’t be transformed to MgS 

within a feasible reaction time.  Many have crudely responded by increasing reaction 

temperature (under H2S), but this approach has not promoted full conversion.  For the 

stronger sulfurizing agent CS2, higher temperatures hasten decomposition to black 

carbon–a very detrimental contaminant in a large bandgap luminescent material.  Either 

MgO or carbon can easily be avoided at great expense of the other, but neither is 

permissible for intrinsic MgS.  It is possible to avoid all extraneous phases by 

rationalizing the activation energies, reaction mechanisms, and kinetics of competing 

reactions, and designing experiments accordingly. 

     Explanations for unreacted MgO follow from precepts of solid state and surface 

chemistries related to particle size, aggregation, and surface reactivity.  Refractory 

materials usually react slowly at low temperatures, though faster reactions are enabled by 

use of small and loosely associated particles [36].  Higher temperatures have the potential 

to increase surface reactions, but thermal sintering often occurs much more quickly.  For 

many ceramics applications, monodisperse and nonaggregated oxides are widely desired 

to encourage thermal densification.  In contrast, target oxides for sulfur conversion must 

retain high surface-to-volume ratios or express new oxide surfaces because development 

of large oxide domains and tight aggregates will slow sulfur replacement.  Fine-

structured MgO may be prepared by numerous methods [37] including rapid combustion, 

decomposition, mixed-phase precipitation, or gas phase condensation.  Complementary 
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techniques like sedimentation, ultracentrifugation, and osmosis may further augment 

particle size selection to promote complete reactions.  Objectively, the products may 

comprise a moderate size distribution of small particles (tens of nm), nanorods, or needle-

like morphologies [38,39]; any of these may retard densification compared to 

monodisperse spheres [40], and still react quickly with sulfur agents.  In some cases, 

well-formed and dense primary nuclei are preferable to amorphous, partially hydrolyzed, 

and branched particles because effective particle size and accessible surface area change 

dramatically before sulfur displacement.  All syntheses that employ organics for alkoxide 

gelation or microemulsion, or add organics viscous agents, are useful only to the extent 

that organics can be effectively expelled [41,42].  Organic chains ≥ 2 carbons in length 

can be expected to become black carbon when heated under the reducing conditions of a 

sulfur furnace.  Magnesium hydroxides and hydrated oxides merit special consideration 

because they are universally available by aqueous hydration and precipitation [43–49].  

Magnesium hydroxides are particularly prone to particle growth because dehydration and 

crystallization occur simultaneously, allowing amorphous regions to span nucleation 

centers.  Thermal dehydration initiates crystallization (grains < 10 nm) and increases 

surface area until ~ 400 °C.  Slightly higher temperature fully dehydrates and accelerates 

crystallite growth while rapidly decreasing surface area, especially until 700–800 °C.  

More extensive crystallization, consolidation of grains (individually > 50 nm), and 

collapse of internal pores, accelerate above 1000 °C.  For other inorganic starting 

materials, decomposition to MgO may occur more dramatically–even while heating in the 

presence of sulfur reactants.  Very soluble Mg(NO3)2•6H2O responds to heating 

somewhat like an hydroxide, but substantial nitrate decomposition occurs at ~ 450 °C 

[50].  For less soluble MgC2O4, MgCO3 and basic carbonates, CO2 is appreciably 

released by 600–700 °C [45,51–54].  Resultant MgO grains are generally < 50 nm, and 

often < 10 nm.  Surface area decreases rapidly until 900–1000 °C when most grains are 

well-crystallized.  Full removal of carbonate is sometimes sluggish, so poorly defined 

phases may exist above 1000 °C.  Comparatively, MgSO4 is thermally stable until almost 

800 and full decomposition usually requires > 1000 °C [55,56].  The heptahydrate 

converts cleanly to anhydrous MgSO4 which in turn decomposes fully to MgO.  
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Inspection of the preceding behaviors leads to guidelines for Mg oxides as starting 

materials for MgS.  No residual organics!  Existing organic groups should be extracted or 

combusted prior to sulfurization, with consideration that combustion may cause 

deleterious particle sintering.  Solution-derived materials will increase in surface as 

solvent is removed.  Further heating of these or any fine-structured magnesium oxides 

will reduce the surface area especially from 400–800 °C.  If sulfurization is not 

accomplished at low temperatures, or promptly initiated by approximately 800–1000 °C, 

MgO particles are expected to coalesce, densify, and become reasonably inert.  For a 

couple systems, complete thermal decomposition introduces new oxide surfaces at higher 

temperatures.  Abundant methods may produce fine-structured MgO, though many 

methods are heavily dependent on technique.  Reproducible synthesis of suitable particles 

often requires great care; few methods are broadly available or can be performed by a 

generally trained experimentalist.        

     Scarce examples are available to verify the effects of starting oxide morphologies with 

regard to sulfide formation.  Li utilized rapid combustion on a hotplate to produce 

Mg0.9Ca0.1O with a moderate distribution of sizes centered at 13nm [35].  It was 

subsequently reacted with H2S (at 1100°C) to produce sulfide crystallites, with a low 

percent of persistent MgO.  Separation techniques were not used to potentially remove 

large oxide particles from the combustion product and CS2 reactant was not reported.  In 

another study, magnesia slurries were shaped and calcined as porous pellets.  Further 

reactions with CS2 (at 850–1000 °C) converted a considerable portion of MgO to MgS 

[57].  It’s likely that more sophisticated syntheses of nano-structured MgO and calcined 

gels would enable full conversion to MgS.  Complete reactions to MgS most frequently 

utilize MgSO4 (and CS2) at temperatures 750–900 °C [28,58].  In this temperature range, 

decomposition of MgSO4 to MgO is expected to be slow and may compare favorably 

with sulfurization rates. 

     Since the reactivity of fine MgO diminishes at higher temperatures, and CS2 reacts 

more readily at lower temperatures than H2S, one might always expect to use CS2 for 

sulfide reactions.  Not always.  CS2 is particularly appropriate for reactions with oxides, 

driven strongly by formation of C–O bonds.  CS2 also scavenges oxygen and oxides in 
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the reaction chamber.  However, CS2 decomposition can lead to black carbon if reaction 

temperatures are too high.  The highest useful temperature for CS2 has been given 

inconsistently within articles concerning MgS syntheses.  More specific studies about 

decomposition of CS2 (diluted in Ar) are invoked.  The work of Arnold et al. [59] refined 

experimentation and established the most precise rate equation.  Their expression is given 

in the following, except that [Ar + CS2] here replaces [Ar] in the first term. 

d[CS2]/dt = k∞[CS2][Ar + CS2] + k○[CS2]2 

They determined the infinitely dilute rate constant, k∞ = 1015.5 e^(−338 kJ/ RT)  cm3 

mol−1 s−1, and the undiluted rate constant, k○ = 1011.53 e^(−189 kJ/ RT)  cm3 mol−1 s−1.  

From this equation the initial decomposition rates of CS2 are plotted versus temperature 

for various molar dilution levels, in Figure 2-1.  All plots are scaled to represent the same 

total quantity of CS2 (i.e. dilution 0.1% is multiplied by 1000).  The decomposition 

curves depict relatively higher rates of decomposition for higher proportions of CS2, 

provided CS2 > 0.01 %.  This behavior is consistent with lower activation energy for the 

bimolecular reaction term.  Studies [59–61] have detected species CS2, CS, S, and S2 

related to simple decomposition of CS2.  Gaydon et al. constructed a pseudo-equilibrium 

diagram for CS2 at 0.01 atm, representing almost exclusive CS2 below ~ 725 °C.  Arnold 

et al. suggest the biomolecular decomposition mechanism requires a critical 

concentration of S atoms.  Of course not all decomposed CS2 quickly becomes C; further 

decomposition to carbon will also require critical concentrations and the associated times 

of induction.  Therefore the rates of carbon formation inside the reaction chamber may 

additionally encompass many orders of magnitude.  From this information it’s predicted 

that the temperature limit for CS2 may be maximized through control of CS2 

concentrations in the reactor.  But the very highest possible temperatures would 

necessitate extremely low CS2 concentrations, requiring incredibly long reaction times 

that could sinter magnesium oxide reactants and waste energy.  Instead CS2 levels might 

be maximized short of carbon formation, or CS2 introduction may be matched to MgS 

formation rates.  Abundant Mg oxide surfaces will also quickly mitigate CS2 

concentrations so that higher flows of CS2 will not quickly saturate the reaction chamber.  
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For some higher temperatures, CS2 will be impractical or impossible and H2S should be 

used as the sulfurizing agent. 

     A high proportion of free surfaces will logically promote reaction between Mg oxides 

and CS2.  Corresponding reaction mechanisms have not been reported for Mg oxides of 

any morphology, so the rate determining step is not known.  Even net reactions are 

uncertain because the identities and quantities of product gases may vary.  It was reported 

that MgO + CS2 generates a high proportion of COS product at temperatures ≤ 500 °C 

[62].  MgO also catalyzes the reaction between CO2 and CS2 to produce COS, whereas 

CaO is not similarly effective [63].  Therefore sulfurization of Mg oxides may distinctly 

produce COS according to:   

MgO + CS2  →  MgS + COS 

ΔG (298 K) = −4.9 kJ/mol, and ΔG (1100 K) = −18.9 kJ/mol.  These are very similar to 

previously given values where CO2 is produced, so any proportions of gas products 

reasonably describes the reaction energy.  But when starting with MgSO4, the assignment 

of product gases greatly determines reaction energies.  Occasionally (i.e. Ref. [58]) the 

following reaction is suggested: 

MgSO4 + 4/3 CS2  →  MgS + 4/3 COS + 4/3 SO2 

ΔG (298 K) = +119.2 kJ/mol, and ΔG (1100 K) = −98.2 kJ/mol. 

These product gases are reasonable, but fewer or greater moles (1 or 4) of CS2 reactant 

would produce SO3 or S2 products along with COS.  Then the reaction energies would 

increase or decrease to cover a range > 300 kJ/mol.  In the absence of mechanistic data, 

thermodynamic values should be applied cautiously.  An obvious distinction for MgSO4 

reactions is much greater temperature dependence, compared to MgO reactions.  This 

difference is attributed to high-temperature instability for MgSO4.  Interactions between 

complex oxides (i.e. MgSO4) and CS2 may also facilitate decomposition pathways to 

provide lower energies of activation compared to decomposition in air or Ar.  This idea is 

supported by kinetic measurements [55,64] for decomposition of MgSO4 in presence of 

CO that reduces the activation energy from 312 to 210 kJ/mol.  Reactant sensitivity may 

play the most important role by minimizing defects since poor morphology at low 

temperature may not be assuaged by high temperature annealing.  Assuming that very 
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small domains of MgS are continuously created, rearrangement as high-quality 

crystallites is likely.    

     It has been explained that fine-structured Mg oxides (free of organics) are logical 

starting materials for synthesis of MgS.  Sulfur replaces oxygen most readily by high 

availability of solid surfaces, including generation of new surfaces.  To produce intrinsic 

MgS of high quality, thermal sintering and densification of oxide reactants should be 

avoided.  Consistent with low temperature synthesis strategies, CS2 is an effective sulfur 

source for reactions ~ 750–900 °C (or lower).  Within the typical range of temperature, 

oxide surfaces are generated by decomposition of Mg carbonates and sulfate, with 

complete decomposition expected for MgSO4.  Given the temperature compatibility 

between CS2 reactivity and MgSO4 decomposition, and the likelihood of mutual 

acceleration for their combination, this reactant pair is apparently well suited to form 

MgS.  While already identified for practical use, selection of these reactants is 

systematically rationalized here for the first time.  By application of guidelines presented 

herein, one may progressively optimize MgS production for a variety of experimental 

arrangements.  Thereby, high quality MgS may be available to any with a well 

constructed sulfurizing furnace. 

Experimental apparatus and equipment operation 

     Tube furnaces were integrated with gas delivery and control systems.  These systems 

were designed and fabricated to prepare solid sulfide materials, especially materials prone 

to oxygenate.  Important aspects of system design and operation are addressed.   

     The experimental apparatus are tube furnaces, ATS series 3110 or Barnstead 

Thermolyne model # F54548CM, with controlled ambients provided by custom built gas 

lines and valves.  The furnace and sulfur sources are installed within a hood to ventilate 

during all heating cycles as a precaution (though gases should not escape anywhere 

except as directed through exit tubes.)  H2S (Matheson, 99.5% min.) is supplied by its 

own pressure from cylinders (compressed as vapor over liquid), and CS2 (Alfa Aesar, 

ACS 99.9+%) is introduced by Ar carrier gas through a custom built glass bubbler.  The 

same Ar gas provides inert atmosphere as needed.  At least one of H2S, CS2, and Ar gases 

flow at all times during reaction cycles.  The reaction zone within each furnace is 
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circumscribed by an alumina tube (ID = ¾ or 2 ½ in; OD = 1 or 3 in) which extends 

beyond the heating zone sufficiently to allow condensation of sulfur before contacting the 

exit end-cap.  The end-caps are machined from stainless steel and designed to seal by 

pressing Viton O-rings against the alumina tube.  Additional cooling of end-caps is 

available by thermal contact to flowing water, by external attachment of copper coils.  

Gas lines are fabricated from stainless steel tubing (¼ in OD), and cut ends are smoothed 

before all tubes are thoroughly cleaned, dried, and assembled.  Valves are made of 

stainless steel with Teflon gaskets.  The H2S regulator is made of aluminum (or other H2S 

compatible material) and sealed with a single-use Teflon washer.  The CS2 bubbler 

increases carrier gas surface area by restriction through fritted glass, and volatile CS2 is 

readily vaporized [65].  The bubbler seal is made by clamping the cap to body, which are 

separated by an O-ring laid into a glass groove.  Plastic nonrigid (¼ in ID) tubing 

connects the Ar cylinder to the stainless steel gas switching station, though this region is 

isolated from the rest of the station by a check valve.  Similar plastic tubing also connects 

the bubbler to the station.  CS2 degrades the plastic tubing, so this segment needs to be 

replaced periodically.  O-rings should also be replaced as needed.  Otherwise all 

components in the gas switching station are sulfide compatible so will not abruptly fail 

from material degradation.  Likewise, flexible stainless steel hoses connect the switching 

station to the alumina tube entrance cap, and connect the exit cap to a trap prior to 

scrubber flasks.  Two scrubber flasks consistent of 1M NaOH(aq) and ~ 5% H2O2 to 

neutralize sulfur reactants.  Fritted glass tube ends disperse exit gas in each scrubber flask 

to improve neutralizing efficiency and to provide positive pressure within the reaction 

zone. 

     Integrity of the gas delivery system is tested by application of positive pressure from 

the Ar tank to the position of the alumina tube entrance end cap (excluding the CS2 

bubbler apparatus which is bypassed with three-way valves).  This region of the system is 

subjected to approximately 40 psi Ar gas by affixing a test valve to prevent gas flow at 

the entrance end-cap.  Once pressure has equilibrated, the Ar tank main valve is closed.  

A full tank pressure (~ 1500 psi) should not decrease at the regulator by more than ~ 200 

psi in 15 min.  Once this standard is achieved, the extent of the testing zone is increased 
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by affixing the test valve to the position usually occupied by a trapping flask.  The 

pressure test repeated should not allow pressure drops more than about 300–350 psi.  The 

pressure test is not similarly applied to the gas bubbler and connecting lines, but a lower 

pressure test may be performed if the bubbler is empty and shielded from personnel.  But 

airtight seals are critical at all connections.  If pressure tests fail, the system should not be 

used.  Gas conduit leaks represent hazards of poisoning and explosion.  The H2S 

regulator and very near lines should be tested in a similar fashion only after other 

pressure tests succeed and exit lines are certain to scrub and exclude gases.  There should 

be no temptation to use an unsafe sulfur furnace system because it will not produce MgS 

as oxygen components will be introduced; even positive pressure does not exclude 

contaminants that are drawn into the system by the Bernoulli effect.  Besides external 

contaminants, internal contaminants readily preclude formation of many sulfides.  

Previous reactions in alumina tubes will impregnate large quantities of oxide materials.  

These will oxygenate to such an extent that some pure sulfide compounds can be heated 

to a specified temperature under continuous flowing H2S and convert entirely to oxide 

during the course of heating.  The history of all tubes should be catalogued.  Introduced 

gases and aerosols are reasonably pure (though not ultra-pure), and no in-line oxygen 

scavengers or dehydrating agents are added.  Very small levels of oxygen can be 

overwhelmed by sulfur agents, and CS2 in particular may displace oxygen in the heating 

zone. 

     Properly constructed (and tested) tube-furnace apparatus may be operated as follows.  

Starting solids are placed on alumina boats or disks and inserted in the alumina tube to 

the central heating zone in the furnace.  (This zone is not nearly as long as the furnace.)  

Ar gas flow is initiated to confirm suitable flow and purge the reaction tube.  Ar gas is 

delivered by tank pressure, regulated to ~ 10 psi, with the flow rate controlled by valves.  

If inert gas doesn’t flow well, the run should be terminated.  Increases in gas pressure 

should never be used to accentuate restricted flow.  This could cause catastrophic gas 

release or gas flow may cease during a heating run while the system is full of poisonous, 

flammable gas.  When normal flow is verified, the programmed heating cycle may be 

initiated.  The system should be monitored about every hour, and reaction gases should 
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be manually switched at appropriate times.  For H2S and CS2, regulator pressures should 

not exceed ~ 10 psi, and flow rates are controlled and monitored by valves.  (Note:  If 

operation of the valves requires the hood sash to be appreciably opened, or if valves 

cannot be accessed without inserting one’s head in the hood, the furnace is improperly 

designed and should be dismantled.)  At the end of the program, the sample should not be 

removed until the system is sufficiently flushed with Ar (usually > 1 h).  Samples should 

be promptly transferred to a glove box or vacuum box to prevent ambient oxygenation.   

Syntheses and assessments of MgS 

     MgS was synthesized from a few starting materials with consideration of factors 

explained in previous sections.  As a probing study, starting materials MgF2 (Cerac, 

99.9%, 325 mesh), Mg hydroxide gel (precipitated from MgCl2 solution), MgO (Cerac, 

99.95%, 325 mesh), and MgSO4 (Cerac, 99.9+%, 20 mesh) were heated under H2S and/or 

Ar + CS2.  Processes and products were comparatively evaluated, leading to selection of 

reactant combinations, discovery of essential experimental conditions, and refinement of 

material preparation. 

     Though not usually considered as a starting material, MgF2 was heated under H2S at 

1175 °C for 2 h.  Despite the high temperature (MgF2 melts at 1261 °C), only about half 

was converted to MgS (by XRD estimation).  A subsequent run at 1225 °C for 2 h 

yielded more MgS, but considerable MgF2 remained.  A third heating under H2S was 

ramped slowly (50 °C/h) through and above the melting point of MgF2 to 1290 °C, and 

held for 2 h.  The product exhibited signs of slight melting, and had a yellowish 

appearance.  MgS was the only detected phase.  In fact, no MgO was detected at any 

stage for this method.  The high temperature required is not compatible with many 

applications of MgS, but this synthesis demonstrates conversion of a generally stable 

material by prolonged exposure to excess sulfur agent. 

     An Mg hydroxide gel was prepared by heating and aging a solution of MgCl2 in 

alcohol/water.  The gel was rinsed and heated at 135 °C to remove excess water.  The 

product was subsequently heated at 800 °C under flowing CS2 for 3 h.  The resulting 

powder was off-white/beige in appearance, and exclusively MgS by XRD.  MgO and 

MgSO4 were also heated at about 800 °C under CS2 for 2–3 h.  MgO was converted 
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mostly to MgS, though some MgO could not be reacted and the powder was slightly 

gray.  MgSO4 converted fully to MgS, and the powder was slightly off-white.  MgO and 

MgSO4 were also heated under H2S at 1050 °C for 3 h.  MgO was very nearly converted 

and MgSO4 was completely converted to MgS (by XRD).  Both products were beige.  

The dried gel was not heated under H2S.  Optimum conditions for each of these starting 

materials were not further pursued.  Rather, success and reproducibility were used to 

select the most promising reactants.  MgSO4 yielded MgS most frequently, even with 

experimental modifications.  For other starting materials, H2S syntheses often produced a 

small percent of unreactive MgO.  When these other oxides were reacted under CS2, it 

was difficult to fully achieve MgS while avoiding black carbon in the product.  The 

whitest and most homogeneous MgS products were formed by reactions of MgSO4 and 

CS2.  This reaction combination was further examined in detail. 

     A clean and pressure tested furnace apparatus was also subject to the condition of each 

(alumina) reaction tube, as these greatly affected the success of MgS reactions.  For 

example, in one tube CaCO3 was converted to CaS under H2S.  CaS formed completely, 

and also functioned well as a luminescent host.  With the same apparatus, MgS was 

converted to MgO under flowing H2S.  With a clean tube, MgS powder was fully retained 

at 1400 °C under H2S.  Even when H2S gas was switched to Ar at 1300 °C for 5 h, only a 

small amount of MgO was created, presumably due to contaminants in Ar gas or very 

small leaks in the gas switching system.  The effects of imbedded solid oxide 

contaminants are clearly more severe.   

     Quantities of MgSO4, heating schedules, and flows of Ar/CS2 were variously adjusted 

to determine favorable preparation conditions for MgS.  As low as 725 °C, MgS product 

contained a small amount of MgO.  Extended heating schedules were neglected in favor 

of slightly higher temperatures.  White/off-white MgS was produced at temperatures 

790–875 °C (single phase by XRD).  Even at 950 °C, off-white MgS powder was 

produced that also had a slight exterior region of light gray.  Once ground, this powder 

appeared similar to MgS prepared at lower temperatures.  Successful conversion was not 

as simple as heating in a specified temperature zone with sufficient CS2.  It was possible 

to synthesize MgS that was contaminated with both MgO and black carbon.  For reliable 
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synthesis, the amount of MgSO4 needed balance with the size of the reaction tube, gas 

flow rates, and reaction times.  Appropriate equivalent quantities of CS2 were found to be 

very important for reliable preparation.  Preferably, CS2 was not introduced until ≥ 500 

°C so that high concentrations did not accumulate before the target reaction began.  With 

target temperatures of 815 °C, 53–64 g quantities of MgSO4 was commonly loaded in the 

larger furnace, and CS2 was delivered at 0.18–0.27 mL/min, as controlled by Ar flow 

rates in proximity of 50 mL/min.  By CS2 reservoir levels and Ar flow measurements 

after several hours, the delivered mixture consisted of ~ 50 % (by mole) of CS2, and 3.5–

6 equivalents of CS2 were used for each mole of MgSO4.  By this procedure, single phase 

MgS was routinely prepared in quantities as low as 8 g, but usually 25–30 g as limited by 

the size of the reaction zone.  Smaller quantities (0.5 to several grams) were also 

successfully prepared in both furnace sizes with target reaction times as short as 2 h, but 

the lower amounts of CS2 were not accurately measured.  In most cases, larger batches 

are more sensible because MgSO4 is quite cheap. With various furnace sizes and reactant 

masses, a procedure can generally be optimized by adjustment of CS2 dilution levels, gas 

flow rates, and reaction times.  An assortment of glass bubblers, or a gas mixing station, 

may also be used to independently adjust CS2 and Ar gas flows, though we did not 

require such levels of control.  It’s remarkable that flowing CS2 reacts with MgSO4 so 

efficiently at this temperature, as the equivalents of CS2 do not represent a large excess.  

This efficiency mitigates CS2 levels in the reaction zone so that dilute gas mixtures and 

very high flow rates are not necessary.  Also, full reduction of sulfur oxides to form S2 (in 

conjunction with COS products) would require 4 equivalents of CS2.  Even with flowing 

reactant gases, stoichiometric measurements here exclude this description.  Heating at 

1100 °C under H2S (flow rate < 30 mL/min) was added to the schedule to develop MgS 

grains and render the material less sensitive to brief ambient exposure.  A temperature 

and gas schedule is given in Figure 2-2, with times indicative of gas flow rates given 

above for synthesis of 25–30 g of MgS. 

     When MgS was only heated to 815 °C, the powder was white or appeared slightly off-

white next to a very white powder like BaSO4.  The product could also be described as 

fluffy because it is readily compressed and easily became airborne under disturbance.  
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When further heated to 1100 °C under H2S, the powder was white to off-white.  At this 

temperature MgS no longer exhibited characteristics of high surface area powder.  When 

heated to 1400 °C, powder was light beige to slightly yellow.  Still the colors were not 

deep, and red/brown colors reported in literature are not observed for well formed MgS.  

At each of these temperatures, MgS was the only detected crystalline phase.  A typical 

XRD scan is given in Figure 2-3.  Numerous other scans were collected (and printed) 

which exhibit single phase and even lower background, though electronic files were not 

saved.  SEM images were not collected as part of this study initially.  But the same 

apparatus and procedure was used within this research group (by K. Jiang) to prepare 

single phase powder.  It was imaged by SEM and found to consist of symmetric grains, 

superior to all cubic MgS crystallites in available literature.   

     For luminescence studies, various elements were added to MgS in low percentages.  

When these elements (luminescent activators) were added to powders, they were 

generally added as oxides or sulfides to MgS previously formed at 1100 °C.  Compared 

to initial MgS synthesis, more extensive purging with Ar and H2S was used to remove 

free oxygen components from the chamber prior to heating.  The doped material was 

subsequently heated to 1100 °C under flowing H2S to fully sulfurize the matrix and 

incorporate the activator.  

     Pure and slightly doped MgS powders were pressed as targets for physical vapor 

depositon processes.  The sizes and densities of prepared targets directly reflected the 

heating history of utilized powder.  When powder was synthesized at 815 °C, pressed 

into a target, and heated to 1350 or 1400 °C for 20 min, the target distorted and 

apparently became very dense.  For large targets, distortion did not allow density 

calculation by simple measurement of a cylindrical shape.  Other specific density 

measurements were not made on distorted targets.  However, a distorted target of 

diameter 2.19 in sintered to 1.56 in, with a sintered thickness of approximately 1/3 in.  It 

exhibited great mechanical strength, as a moderate strike with a chisel and hammer had 

no effect.  It was struck again with renewed force to little effect.  It was struck again 

fiercely before it cracked.  Due to distortion and shrinking, targets of 2 in diameter could 

not be made from this powder because the furnace tube did not permit larger pressed 
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targets that would remain at least 2 in after sintering.  Therefore, MgS was annealed at 

1100 °C prior to target formation.  Resulting targets predictably shrank less when heated 

to 1400 °C, and were also apparently less dense.  Powder heated to 1100 °C for 90 min, 

and pressed as a smaller target (½ in die) remained symmetric after heating.  One was 

measured as 74% of theoretical density.  Another powder sample was heated to 1100 °C 

for 3 h, and pressed as a larger target (2 & 3/16 in die) before heating to 1400 °C.  While 

the unsintered (Green) density was > 50%, the sintered target density was only 61%.  The 

target size and length of prior heating both likely contributed to lower densities.  

Preliminary heating of MgS powder at temperatures between 815 and 1100 °C will offer 

a compromise between target distortion and densification, though this temperature range 

was not explored for the work in this dissertation.  E-beam evaporation of distorted MgS 

pieces, synthesized at 815 °C before pelletizing, vaporized evenly and produced high 

quality thin-films, as consistent with the assumption that target density should be 

maximized. 

Conclusions 

     This work offers a brief though penetrating review concerning the nature of solid 

MgS.  Various reports about properties of bulk and thin-film materials are scrutinized.  

Deficiencies of information are exposed.  Oxygen sensitivity has prevented most previous 

researchers from synthesizing MgS powder, offering explanation for lack of intrinsic 

characterization.  In response, synthetic strategies are explicitly investigated in this work.  

Specific attention is given to reactions between MgSO4 and CS2; previously this reaction 

had not been explained with detail sufficient to reproduce.   

     From literature review, experimental procedures, and parameters all determined in this 

work, information now exists to successfully synthesize MgS.  The quality of MgS 

powder, time required for preparation, and versatility of this method are not surpassed by 

any reported method.  Under appropriate conditions MgS can be prepared, modified, and 

sintered while preserving material integrity.  This ability will enable interested 

researchers to study fundamental properties of MgS and further explore applications. 
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Figure 2-1.  Temperature dependence for the decomposition of CS2 at various levels of 
dilution (in Ar).  Decomposition rates are based on the equation from Ref. [59] and 
modified as explained in this chapter.  A constant pressure of 1.5 atm is assumed in all 
cases.  Dilution levels decrease by factors of ten according to the arrow, from 100% to 
0.01% CS2.  Decomposition rates are multiplied by the inverse dilution level in each case 
to normalize total concentration effects.  Note–plots for dilution below 0.01% are very 
nearly coincident at any useful scale. 
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Figure 2-2.  Heating schedule for preparation of MgS from MgSO4.  Ar atmosphere is 
implied everywhere except as designated with specific gases.  This schedule is typical for 
synthesis of 25–30 g of MgS; reaction times depend on reactant quantities and gas flow 
rates.  Total proportions of CS2/MgSO4 are 3.5–6, as given in the text.  Initial and final 
temperature of 70 °C reflects inaccurate low temperature measurement for R-type 
thermocouples, included in the program to avoid huge current spikes. 
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Figure 2-3.  X-ray diffraction for MgS powder. 
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Chapter 3:  Development of Electroluminescent Devices 
Containing the Phosphor MgS:Eu2+  

 

Introduction 

     Alkaline earth sulfides with the rock salt structure are frequently studied as phosphors 

for photoluminescence, cathodoluminescence, and electroluminescence.  Each BaS, SrS, 

CaS, MgS, and combinations thereof, have been doped with an assortment of activators.  

The excitation mechanisms for each luminescent process are distinct, and further subject 

to the particular combination of host/activator.  Consequently, the brightness for any 

phosphor can’t reliably be predicted.  But in a general sense, MgS is expected the most 

efficient because it has the shortest metal-sulfur distance, so effective excitation of doped 

MgS is expected to generate the brightest luminescence in the series.  The high 

luminescent potential of MgS has allured and then disappointed phosphor researchers, as 

oxygen usually compromises the material during formation and device processing. 

     Values for the luminescent activator Eu2+ were explained in the introductory chapter.  

Within hosts of BaS, SrS, CaS, MgS, or solid solutions of these, Eu2+ produces emission 

as orange or red.  Consequently for this series doped with Eu2+, primary red luminescence 

has been pursued.  MgS:Eu is reported to exhibit the brightest cathodoluminescence in 

the alkaline earth series, though it emits orange light.  It is also known that substitution 

with about 20% CaS (as a solid solution) provides red emission that reasonably satisfies 

full color requirements [1,2].  Mg0.8Ca0.2:Eu is ultimately desirable as a red phosphor, but 

the simpler compound MgS:Eu may be used at most stages in the development of 

luminescent devices.   

     In this study, alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices with 

the luminescent layer MgS:Eu are fabricated and developed.  MgS had not been 

demonstrated in ACTFEL devices at the inception of this study, but orange emission was 

expected based on photoluminescence behavior.  High luminance from such ACTFEL 

devices demonstrates feasibility for similar red-emitting devices based on the substituted 

formula Mg0.8Ca0.2:Eu.  Much of the device fabrication is described elsewhere [3].  
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Presently, chemical insights about material integration and function complement that 

work. 

Experimental 

     Synthesis of pure MgS powder is described in chapter 2.  Undoped MgS is generally 

non-luminescent under photoexcitation.  A dim red luminescence has been detected after 

some preparation conditions, attributed to intrinsic defect centers.  To MgS was added 

small percentages of Eu as Eu2O3, followed by heating at ~ 1100 °C (1.5–2 h) under H2S 

to completely sulfurize the powder and incorporate Eu2+ atoms on Mg2+ sites.  Dopant 

concentrations are defined as the proportion of total metal atoms represented as Eu.  A 

broad range of dopant levels (0.01–1.5%) were prepared.  While the body color for 

undoped MgS is approximately white, inclusion of Eu2+ imparts orange body color under 

normal room lighting.  As the level of Eu increases from 0.01 to 0.25%, this color 

changes from light-orange to vivid orange.  Further increase to 0.5% gives orange/tan 

appearance, and levels ≥ 1% Eu result in brown powders.  Upon heating powders to 1400 

°C, body colors are similar except that brown powders (Eu ≥ 1%) are noticeably dark 

brown.  Under excitation by a Hg UV lamp with prominent light output at 254 and 365 

nm, MgS:Eu samples visibly emit orange light.  Lightly doped samples up to 0.1% Eu 

emit brightly, with maximum at ~ 0.04–0.05% Eu.  Increasing levels of Eu drastically 

reduce visible emission.  At 1.5% Eu, samples still photoluminesce, albeit dimly. 

     Sintered targets were made from synthesized powders for thin-film deposition by 

sputtering or electron-beam evaporation (EBE).  Sputtered targets (15–30 g) were 

necessarily 2 in diameter (or slightly greater) to accommodate the guns for the sputtering 

tool.  EBE targets (1–3 g) were made of sufficient size to balance in the EBE tray 

unsupported, about ½ in diameter.  Undoped targets were prepared, but most targets 

contained measured levels of Eu because this provided the greatest reproducibility within 

deposited films.  KF (up to 8%) was also included in some sputter targets.  As explained 

in chapter 2, powders for sputter targets were heated to ~ 1100 °C before pressing (1900 

psi) and heating to 1400 °C for ~ 10 min.  Heating at 1100 °C was necessary to “pre-

sinter” powder grains so that the final target would measure at least 2 in.  Most powders 

for EBE targets were similarly pre-sintered, pressed at 10,000 psi, and heated to 1400 °C 
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for 10 min.  For EBE targets, intermediate heating at 1100 °C was not essential to 

achieve proper dimensions, and it decreased the target density. 

     Photoluminescence apparatus consisted of an Oriel model–66011 excitation source 

with W-Xe lamp, Cary 118 excitation (prism) monochromator, Oriel model–77250 

emission (grating) monochromator, Perkin Elmer stepper, Stanford Research Systems 

model–5310 (1250 Vmax) power supply, Thorn EMI photomultiplier tube, and Keithley 

486 picoammeter.  A calibration lamp was used to normalize spectral irradiance and 

monochromator response.  Rhodamine B (in ethylene glycol at 0.005M) and sodium 

salicylate powder were used to correct excitation for spectral irradiance in two regions 

(and the regions were subsequently spliced together with a scaling factor by visual fit).  

These correction spectra were monitored at 430 and 610 nm, respectively.  Also, atomic 

(and dimeric) radiation lines from a Hg lamp were used to verify wavelengths of 

excitation and emission. 

     ACTFEL devices with MgS:Eu as the phosphor layer were fabricated and 

characterized by Jeff Bender of ECE.  Specific explanation of device fabrication and 

performance is given in his dissertation, so the totality of experiments is not restated here.  

As visual guide to these devices, an important device configuration is given in Figure 3-1. 

Photoluminescence of MgS:Eu 

     Photoluminescence characteristics for MgS:Eu are given in Figure 3-2.  These 

excitation and emission spectra are similar in appearance to those collected by others [4–

6].  The features are also generally consistent with the phosphor CaS:Eu.  Therefore the 

photoluminescent response is reasonably predictable and reproducible.  But assignments 

to features in excitation spectra have been problematic; suggested models have not 

consistently described interactions between activator and host.  These models and 

associated discussions have initiated deeper consideration for a seemingly simple 

luminescent system.  Additional interpretations of excitation response are offered in this 

work. 

     The luminescence of MgS:Eu is attributed to the localized transition of Eu2+ as 4f 65d 1 

→ 4f 75d 0.  Characteristic broadband emission reflects the interaction between d orbitals 

of Eu2+ and the host.  Peak emission intensity has been reported in the range 590–592 nm, 
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as consistent with the present work.  Asano et al. [5] detected similar emission spectra 

through excitation at various wavelengths, and generated invariant excitation spectra by 

monitoring at different regions in the emission spectrum.  These experiments verified a 

single type of luminescent center.  Complementary electron spin resonance 

measurements confirmed Eu2+, so assignments in luminescent spectra assume atomic 

transitions for Eu2+.  The singular luminescent event is provoked by a variety of 

electronic transitions and excitation pathways as influenced by the host.  Description of 

the excitation 4f 75d 0 → 4f 65d 1 requires consideration of crystal-field splitting and spin-

orbit coupling, as well as direct host absorption and defect center interactions.  Therefore 

excitation assignments are complex and imprecise.       

     The excitation spectrum in Figure 3-2 is labeled (bands A, B, and C) as consistent 

with previous reports [5,6].  Transitions of band (A) are attributed to Eu2+ d orbitals of 

the T2g band, but not the Eg band.  The absorption width is largely associated with 7FJ 

levels for the f 6 configuration of the excited state, which span about 0.61–0.62 eV [7].  

Coupling between d orbitals and the host environment further broaden transition energies.  

Smaller effects are expected from crystal field splitting of each associated f orbital level.  

Yamshita et al. [4] collected band (A) at 10 K, resulting in a complex spectrum which 

they attributed primarily to 7FJ levels and phonon bands.  Their range of energies is on 

the order of 0.7 eV.  They might also have considered spin-orbit coupling of T2g as did 

O’Brien et al. [8] for single electron transitions in MgS:Ce3+, determining a splitting 

energy of 0.12 eV.  These degrees of complexity have thwarted complete deconvolution 

of band (A), though the range of energies is consistent with 4f 75d 0 → 4f 6(7FJ)5d 1(T2g).  

Also within this band, no explanation has been given for changes in the relative intensity 

distribution associated with Eu concentrations.  Next, band (B) has been assigned as 

transition to states composed of 6s orbitals of Eu2+.  It was not explained why this band 

has been absent for some samples of low Eu concentration and its intensity increases 

more rapidly than band (A) at higher Eu levels.  Next, band (C) was assigned to the 

transition 4f 75d 0 → 4f 65d 1(Eg).  Bands (A & C) together somewhat resemble Eu2+ 

excitation spectra in alkali halides.  Also, the lack of fine structure for band (C) is 

consistent with studies on some alkali halides doped with Eu2+ [9].  Emission originating 
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from the Eg state has also been absent in alkali halide studies.  Perhaps for these reasons, 

direct host excitation (MgS) was ignored though bandgap absorption typically occurs in 

this region.  The relative intensity for band (C) compared to band (A) was also seen to 

diminish with increasing Eu.  Researchers from the same organization who made these 

assignments have since refined their opinion of band (C) through work on the similar 

phosphors CaS:Eu and SrS:Eu [10].  Excitation in the region of band (C) demonstrates 

specific exciton absorption that is characteristic of each host.  Comparison with 

absorption of undoped powder reveals a difference below the host bandgap energy that 

was attributed to 4f 75d 0 → 4f 65d 1(Eg).  The excitation peak has not been extracted from 

this “shoulder” so that its energy and breadth are not accurately known. 

     Defects (beside Eu) in the crystal lattice could provide explanation for a few 

anomalous excitation features.  In the previously sited studies, EuF3 was added to MgS 

before heating at 1000 or 1200 °C under sulfur-rich environments.  F incorporated in 

luminescent crystallites may be compensated by interstitial S or Mg vacancies.  Local 

ordering as MgF2 may occur over time.  Thermal defects also form, regardless of F.  The 

relative energy to create defects in MgS may be greater than for other alkaline earth 

sulfides due to strong local interactions, but inclusion of luminescent ions requires larger 

accommodation for the smaller lattice.  Lattice strains increase with activator 

concentration.  Solid state luminescence can’t be discussed without the possibility of 

defects, and these may interact specifically with Eu centers. 

      An overall interpretation is now offered for the photoexcitation of MgS:Eu.  Band (A) 

is reasonably described by excitation to d orbitals (T2g), but the distribution of intensities 

has a dependence on Eu concentration.  If defects slightly distort some Eu sites, and 

transitions for affected sites favor low energy states of 7FJ, then a distributed “red-shift” 

in band (A) would result.  This type of shift has been detected for increasing levels of Eu.  

It’s difficult to predict transition probabilities between these levels, but defect levels 

could be manipulated to test the effects.  The low energy side of band (B) may be 

absorption by a defect associated with Eu or a host defect that efficiently transfers energy 

to Eu sites.  Since this absorption is absent for lightly doped samples, a nonideal cause is 

plausible.  The higher energy side of band (B) and the low energy side of band (C) 
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together compose the transitions to upper d orbital band states (Eg).  At low Eu 

concentrations, this Eg band may appear to be part of band (C) because it is not easily 

resolved from host absorption.  Most of band (C), excluding the low energy portion, is 

attributed to host absorption that leads to Eu2+ emission.  Suggestion of nonspecific 

defects might seem a “hand-waving” attempt to understand the complexity of 

luminescence.  But nonideal effects are needed to explain behavior that is not consistent 

with atomic transitions nor intrinsic absorption.  Separation of atomic transitions from 

cooperative events potentially allows full assignment of excitation features.  Spectra 

might be further refined through meticulous sample preparation.  

     A perspective for MgS:Eu offers interest for a variety of disciplines.  This phosphor 

exhibits the narrowest distribution of energies for the Eu2+ emission band in the alkaline 

earth (rock salt) series, and likewise the smallest Stokes shift.  Even at room temperature, 

the energy corrected emission band of Figure 3-2 has a full width at half maximum of 

0.135 eV.  The approximate Stokes shifts [11] for Eu2+ in SrS, CaS, and MgS are 0.25, 

0.16, and 0.11 eV, respectively.  These behaviors are consistent with luminescent centers 

on rigid lattice sites, as expected for MgS.  In this series, emission colors are strongly 

determined by the magnitude of the nephelauxetic effect, or covalent interactions that 

reduce the energy of electrons in Eu2+ d orbitals.  The trend for BaS, SrS, and CaS is 

greater nephelauxetic effects and lower energy emissions.  Continuation of this trend 

would predict MgS to emit deep red or infrared light.  Yet the nephelauxetic effect for 

MgS (comparable to SrS), combined with a small Stokes shift, generates emission at 

higher energy than SrS or CaS.  Ostensibly, the covalency of Mg–S bonds renders the 

environment of Eu more ionic than a small lattice site (ideal bond lengths = 2.60 Ǻ) 

would otherwise create.  Crystal field splitting also modifies emission energies, and is a 

concept very familiar to inorganic chemists.  From excitation data for MgS:Eu, Nakao [6] 

calculated crystal field splitting for Eu d orbitals as 19,500 cm−1, as evaluated from 

centroid positions of bands (A & C).  With revised position for the higher energy band as 

explained previously, the magnitude of crystal field splitting is estimated as 15,000 cm−1 

(~1.85 eV).  This energy falls between values for alkali fluorides and chlorides with the 

rock salt structure [12].  It’s interesting that within spectrochemical series, S2− is 
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sometimes placed between and sometimes placed below F− and Cl−, since general series 

cannot represent all metal-ligand combinations.  In this case, interactions between Eu2+ d 

orbitals and S2− s & p orbitals are probably augmented by energy similarities.  A full and 

accurate determination of Stokes shift, nephelauxetic effect, crystal field splitting, and 

vibrational parameters are fundamentally valuable for solid state researchers.  But all 

these parameters need not be understood before luminescent devices are constructed.  

Upon fabrication and characterization of ACTFEL devices, activator-host interactions 

and luminescence mechanisms are reconsidered.         

Special strategies for ACTFEL devices with MgS:Eu 

     Functioning ACTFEL devices based on MgS:Eu cannot be prepared by techniques 

used for common phosphors hosts such as SrS and ZnS.  MgS targets are not readily 

obtained through chemical vendors, so target preparation offers a distinct advantage in 

this study.  Special strategies were employed to deposit and preserve high quality films.  

Since MgS in sensitive to oxides including water, targets were maintained under inert 

atmosphere until insertion into vapor deposition tools.  Ambient exposure of MgS films 

was minimized; when possible other layers were deposited on MgS while still under 

vacuum.  Yet films remained susceptible to degradation during deposition of adjacent 

layers and during thermal anneals.  Crystallization of the phosphor layer had to be 

accomplished, and application of high-performance dielectric materials upon MgS 

represented a critical challenge.   

     To fabricate a standard ACTFEL device as depicted in Ref. [3], Fig. 2.3a, two 

dielectric layers are needed.  The bottom dielectric (ATO) was supplied in a 

configuration that included the substrate and bottom conductor.  (Planar systems 

deposited ATO by atomic-layer-deposition.)  At the time of this study, the associated 

laboratories at OSU did not have a reliable process for deposition of the top dielectric.  

Therefore, Bender developed a process for the insulator barium tantalum oxide (BTO) by 

sputtering in oxygen plasma.  The obstacles for integrating MgS with each of these 

dielectric layers were distinctly different.  Anneals meant to crystallize MgS and 

incorporate Eu could be performed before BTO was deposited, but thermal interactions 

between ATO and MgS were important.  Conversely, BTO (top insulator) must be 
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deposited after MgS.  Therefore these layers may react during deposition in oxygen rich 

environment, but subsequent thermal annealing is not required.  Integration of MgS with 

two dielectric layers, while promoting crystallization of MgS, was accomplished by a 

progression of techniques.  These are further evaluated and rationalized. 

     As MgS vapor was deposited upon ATO (by sputtering or EBE), the substrate was 

necessarily heated.  Bender determined that insufficient heating lead to MgS films that 

delaminated during further processing, while excessive heating diminished the 

photoluminescence response as indication of material degradation.  These observations 

suggest that low temperatures do not provide necessary energy for local rearrangements 

and alleviation of stress.  High temperatures may allow a greater extent of reaction 

between ATO and MgS.  For example, anneals at ~ 600 °C for 1 h caused MgS films to 

visibly roughen and photoluminescence was reduced compared to non-treated films when 

each were subjected to 700 °C RTA.  Of course the deposition rate also depended on 

substrate temperature, but this was also monitored so that much of substrate temperature 

effects are associated with thermal degradation.  For this reason we selected a moderate 

to low substrate (growth) temperature of 150 °C for EBE deposition.  Similarly we 

balanced the time and temperature for annealing as 700 °C for 2 min (RTA process, inert 

atmosphere).  Deposition by sputtering and EBE were developed in conjunction with 

fluxing and annealing experiments, so every combination of associated conditions was 

not attempted.  EBE deposition was selected because a greater number of associated 

targets could quickly be generated, and device performance was more quickly improved. 

     It was assumed that the MgS phosphor layer should be crystalline, though broadly 

dense and uniform.  But as explained, this was not accomplished by extensive thermal 

annealing because MgS degraded and became rough.  Simple fluxing agents were 

selected to accelerate crystallization.  KBr, KCl, KF, and NaF were each deposited on 

MgS, followed by RTA at 700 °C, deposition of BTO dielectric, and completion of 

devices by evaporating aluminum contacts.  Photoluminescence response clearly 

indicated little effect for KBr and KCl, but much improved brightness for KF and NaF 

(with KF inducing slightly greater luminescence than NaF).  Electroluminescence was 

evaluated for devices fluxed with KBr, KCl, and KF.  Accordingly, KCl and KBr only 
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increased luminance by approximately a factor of 2, while KF increased luminance by at 

least two orders of magnitude (see Ref. [3], Table 4.5 and associated text.).  Also the 

electroluminescence spectrum for unfluxed devices is broad and poorly defined, while 

fluxed devices generate emission that is similar to photoluminescence for powders (Ref. 

[3], Fig. 4.24).  It was observed that KF also greatly increases luminescence at distances 

visually separated from the initial application area.  This diffusion effect is better 

described by fluxing action than migration of a protective layer.  It is concluded that KF 

accelerates crystallization and probably also protects MgS during subsequent deposition 

of BTO.  Improved crystallization of MgS was not verified by thin-film XRD because 

this measurement was not routinely available during the course of this study.  Simple 

thermodynamics may explain the advantage of fluoride salts: 

MgS + 2 AX → MgX2 + A2S     (AX = KCl, KF, NaF) 

ΔG (1100 K) = +210, −4.9, +1.5 KJ/mol for KCl, KF, and NaF respectively [13].  

Accordingly KCl (or KBr) hardly react with MgS.  X-ray diffraction studies have 

similarly shown that NaCl does not detectable alter the MgS lattice, so solubility is very 

low [14].  On the other hand, the fluoride salts may substantially react.  If K2S or Na2S 

have even slight solubility in MgS, the reaction will be further driven to products.  To 

gain a better understanding of KF effects, MgS:Eu,KF targets were prepared at levels of 

KF 0–8%, and each of these was tested with and without KF by source-layer-diffusion.  

Electroluminescence consistently diminished with increasingly levels of KF in the target, 

and source-layer-diffusion consistently increased luminance.  In fact, devices from 

source-layer-diffusion outperformed the others in all instances (Ref. [3], Table 4.6).  

Detrimental effects for KF in targets, and beneficial effects of KF by source-layer-

diffusion are decisively confirmed.  Reasonably, the formation of K2S could make films 

more susceptible to oxygen contaminants while MgF2 would disrupt the continuity of the 

phosphor layer.  But by source layer diffusion K2S only forms in concert with a 

protective layer of MgF2, and this layer does not disrupt the phosphor.  This proposition 

is illustrated by Figure 3-3, which depicts the region of “expected thermal reaction” of 

Figure 3-1.  K2S (m.p. 948 °C) is expected to serve as flux, and MgF2 as a protective 

layer during addition of the BTO layer.  Bender deposited relative thicknesses of KF as 
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0–2.5% (compared to MgS) and found similar effects over the range 1–2.5% KF (Ref. [3] 

Fig. 4.25), so 2% relative thickness (12–18 nm) was used for further studies.  SiOxNy was 

additionally deposited to protect MgS before the primary top dielectric BTO was added.  

Evaporation of aluminum contacts leads to the configuration depicted in Figure 3-1. 

     MgS might have been protected from oxygenation by application of thin layers of ZnS 

on either side, as employed by Tanaka et al. for CaS:Eu devices [15].  Since KF was 

apparently necessary in our study to promote crystallization, and presumably created a 

protective layer of MgF2, the use of adjacent sulfide layers may not be necessary.  

Additional interfaces may also affect space charge characteristics for ACTFEL devices, 

that could enhance or diminish performance. 

     As a further note for development, the densest targets were prepared from MgS that 

was heated to 815 °C before cold pressing and annealing at 1400 °C (with no 

intermediate heating of loose powder).  These targets easily provided the greatest 

thickness of MgS films, even considering the density differences.  EBE of these targets 

was also reported to produce the greatest film control.  Unfortunately, similar doped 

targets were not prepared in attempt to increase luminance of devices. 

Electroluminescence results 

     With the benefit of fluxing and processing knowledge, EL spectra for MgS:Eu were 

generated.  Device characterization is expressed more completely by Bender, and 

essential plots are reproduced here.  Figure 3-4 depicts emission form these devices as 

related to the all-time most successful EL phosphor ZnS:Mn.  Relative luminance is 

given for various Eu concentrations as normalized for thickness of the MgS:Eu phosphor 

layer, as Figure 3-5.  EL is similar in color to PL from MgS:Eu powders, with maximum 

occurring at about 590 nm.  This is consistent with Eu2+ in the rock salt environment of 

MgS.  (While no XRD was measured, the crystallized rock salt phase can be expected 

after 700 °C annealing.)  An additional feature below 700 nm is often noted for MgS:Eu 

(EL) spectra with Eu ≥ 0.2%, as apparent in Figure 3-4.  Maximum luminance occurs for 

Eu ≈ 0.2%.  Although the concentrations of Eu were not measured in films, PL response 

of these films is approximately consistent with Eu levels in the target (and labeled on the 

plot).  Recalling that maximum photoluminescence occurs for Eu = 0.04–0.05%, 
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electroluminescence apparently benefits from higher activator levels as a result of 

different excitation and energy transfer mechanisms.    

     By its nature, EL depends on specific types of defects such as phosphor/dielectric 

interface traps and electric-field induced distortions.  Interestingly, ACTFEL devices with 

≥ 0.2% Eu exhibit the extra emission feature below 700 nm.  Under some treatment 

conditions MgS powders emit weakly at about 670 nm, presumably as defect emission.  

So the small EL feature may be occurring from host defects.  Also, small space-charge 

effects were frequently detected for Eu ≥ 0.2%.  It may be that a particular type of defect 

is created with increasing Eu levels, and that it enhances the excitation of Eu2+ centers.  If 

so, subtle defect manipulation may be essential for maximizing luminance.  It should be 

emphasized that defects associated with poor quality MgS contributed to low-field charge 

transport, always resulting in very poor ACTFEL performance.  Only very small degrees 

of space charge were detected for devices with bright EL.  As pointed out by Bender, the 

space charge plots and device characterization is almost ideal and could appropriately 

replace less ideal systems used in textbooks. 

     Finally, the luminance for a device with MgS:Eu (0.2%) is given in Figure 3-6.  

Luminance is steadily amplified with operating frequency.  Even 3 kHz operation 

generates considerably more light than 1 kHz operation, indicating rapid cycles of charge 

injection and acceleration, excitation, and emission.  Device operation characteristics are 

commonly quoted at 60 Hz and 1 kHz, at a particular voltage over threshold.  Luminance 

and efficiency values at 1 kHz are given in Figure 3-7, and similar 60 Hz operation is 

available in Ref. [3], Fig. 4.30.  Also, the efficiency of MgS:Eu (0.8%) is relatively 

constant over a range of operating frequencies (Ref. [3], Fig. 4.36.)  For comparison, the 

light output is more than the 200 cd m−2 commonly attributed to CaS:Eu [15,16].  To our 

knowledge, only one other group has reported EL for MgS with any activator.  Mikami et 

al. [17] fabricated ACTFEL devices with Mg1−xCaxS:Eu, for x = 0, 0.04, 0.2, and 1.  For 

MgS:Eu, they reported luminance of 300 cd m−2 under similar operating conditions to our 

study.  For compositions containing 4 and 20% CaS, they collected red emission spectra 

though did not report luminance values.  But the shapes of emission bands suggest that 

Eu2+ is substituting in calcium- and magnesium-rich environments rather than a 
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homogeneously mixed host.  They also employed insulator layers as ZrSiNx which 

allowed annealing at 600 °C for 1 h.  Perhaps by depositing Mg0.8Ca0.2:Eu on ZrSiNx 

dielectric, combined with our fluxing method, solid solutions of the host would produce 

narrow bands of red emission with even higher luminance.  

     To achieve full color displays, suitable blue and green phosphors are also required.  

Rather than using different phosphor hosts for each color, it may be possible to generate 

EL in all three primary colors from MgS host systems [18].  In Refs. [3,18], ACTFEL of 

MgS:Tb is described.  Despite the incorporation of Tb by co-evaporation, and the lack of 

concentration optimization, these green devices performed modestly well.  Blue 

photoluminescence of MgS:Cu and MgS:Bi suggests that similar blue ACTFEL devices 

could be developed.  Furthermore, hot-electron energies in ACTFEL devices with the 

phosphor layer MgS are compatible with blue emission (as explained in chapter 4).  

Many of these experiments have simply not been conducted.  It’s also worth mention that 

red emitting Mg0.8Ca0.2S:Eu readily absorbs blue light, so this system is compatible with 

the “color by blue” strategy whereby the blue-emitting phosphor also excites the green 

and red phosphors necessary for full color displays.  (By this strategy, the green and red 

phosphors only photoluminesce.)  Since MgS:Eu (and Mg0.8Ca0.2S:Eu by extension) are 

effective photo- and electroluminescent materials, a variety of display applications are 

available. 

Conclusions 

     Photoluminescence was collected and evaluated to gain knowledge of the phosphor 

MgS:Eu.  Incorporation of MgS:Eu into ACTFEL devices presented unconventional 

challenges related to reactivity of MgS with oxides, especially since dielectric layers are 

both oxide compounds.  Source-layer-diffusion of KF dramatically improved device 

performance so that smaller contributing factors were also investigated.  Optimum 

luminance was achieved from targets containing 0.2% Eu.  At 1 kHz, L40 = 440 cd m−2.  

This is brighter than one other existing report for MgS:Eu ACTFEL devices.  

Luminescent characteristics and driving response are superior to many well-studied 

ACTFEL systems. 
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Figures 
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Figure 3-1.  Device configuration for ACTFEL devices with a MgS:Eu phosphor layer. 
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Figure 3-2.  Photoluminescence for MgS:Eu (~0.01%), collected at room temperature.  
Excitation was monitored at 600 nm.  Emission was collected under excitation at 440 nm. 
 

 

 

 

MgS:Eu phosphor

KF flux

MgS:Eu, K phosphor

MgF2

RTA

Figure 3-3.  Proposed thermal reaction between MgS and KF by the process of source-
layer-diffusion, RTA 700 °C, inert atmosphere.  Only these layers are depicted here, but 
lower layers are also implied. 
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Figure 3-4.  EL spectra of MgS:Eu and ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices.  MgS:Eu (0.1%) 
(solid line), MgS:Eu (0.2%) (dashed line), and ZnS:Mn (dotted line).  The 1931 CIE 
coordinates for MgS:Eu (0.1%) are typically: x = 0.55, y = 0.44.  (Also represented in 
Ref. [3], Fig. 4.28.) 
 

 

 
Figure 3-5.  Normalized luminance vs. Eu concentration in MgS:Eu targets, for ACTFEL 
devices.  MgS:Eu deposited by EBE.  (Also represented in Ref. [3], Fig. 4.27.) 
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Figure 3-6.  Luminance for MgS:Eu (0.2%) ACTFEL device at various operating 
frequencies. 
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Figure 3-7.  Luminance and efficiency for a MgS:Eu (0.2 %) ACTFEL device driven at 1 
kHz.  Particular values at 40 V above threshold: L40 = 441 cd/m2 and η40 = 0.14 lm/W.  
(Also represented in Ref. [3], Fig. 4.29.) 
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Abstract 

The electroluminescent emission spectra of alternating-current thin-film 

electroluminescent (ACTFEL) devices with Mg:Ln phosphor layers are measured for Ln 

= Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm.  The results are used to assess the hot electron transport 

properties of MgS relative to ZnS and SrS in ACTFEL devices.  MgS systems are found 

to produce similar electron energies to SrS systems, also hotter than electrons in ZnS 

systems.  MgS is shown capable of supporting blue light emission in ACTFEL 

technology. 
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Introduction 

     Alternating-current thin-film electroluminescence (ACTFEL) is a solid state flat-panel 

display technology in which light is created through impact excitation of luminescent 

activator ions by electrons accelerated by a large dielectric field applied to a host 

phosphor [1].  Transition metal as well as di- and trivalent lanthanide ions are commonly 

used as luminescent impurities, but the trivalent lanthanide ions exhibiting visible 4f → 4f 

transitions are of special interest.  Because electrons in the 4f orbitals are shielded from 

interaction with neighboring atoms, 4f → 4f transitions are fairly insensitive to the local 

host environment.  As a result, they have fairly constant energies in different types of 

phosphor hosts, usually within a few hundred wavenumbers [2–4].  This invariance has 

been used to study the electron-energy distribution in various TFEL phosphor hosts, 

including ZnS and SrS [5,6]; BaS, CaS, and CaSe [7,8]; and GaN [9], by activating each 

phosphor host with the same lanthanide ion and comparing resultant EL spectra.  Gross 

differences in peak intensities among hosts are generally attributable to differences in 

hot-electron populations rather than the branching ratios of the emitting levels or 

differences in the excitation mechanisms of the emitting ion.  By identifying the 

transitions responsible for each peak in emission spectra, the energies of emitting levels, 

and noting absent peaks for particular phosphor hosts, the maximum energy of the hot-

electron distribution can be assessed.  This determines whether blue emission is 

obtainable in a given host. 

     MgS has been minimally reported as an ACTFEL phosphor host, though said devices 

have been expressed in specialized EL arenas [10–12].  Yet MgS systems are generally 

expected to luminesce brightly due to smaller degrees of excited state distortion 

compared to larger host lattices CaS and SrS.  In this work a lanthanide doping study, as 

originally performed by Keir et al. for ZnS and SrS, is substantially duplicated for MgS 

to assess the ability of MgS to heat electrons for blue emission.  The EL spectra for 

lanthanide-doped MgS are compared to ZnS and SrS data from Ref. [5] with some 

additional clarification of that work. 
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Experimental procedure 

     ACTFEL devices are fabricated [11] on glass substrates coated with a transparent 

bottom conductor of indium tin oxide (ITO) and a bottom insulator layer of aluminum 

titanium oxide (ATO) provided by Planar America.  The phosphor layer is deposited atop 

the ATO by electron-beam evaporation of a densified MgS pellet with simultaneous 

thermal coevaporation of LnF3, where Ln = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, or Tm.  Approximately 350 

nm of MgS:Ln,F and 10 nm of thermally-evaporated KF flux are deposited, followed by 

a two minute rapid thermal anneal (RTA) at 700 °C in Ar.  The substrate temperature 

during electron-beam evaporation is 200 °C.  A bilayer top insulator of plasma-enhanced 

SiOxNy and sputtered barium tantalum oxide (BTO) is deposited on top of the phosphor 

layer and the devices are completed with Al top contacts.  It should be noted that the 

luminescent activator concentration, source and incorporation method, as well as the 

phosphor annealing conditions, are not optimized as unnecessary for the study. 

     All data are aquired using the same experimental setup as in Ref. [5]; in particular a 

Photo Research PR-650 SpectraColorimeter is used to measure EL spectra with 4 nm 

resolution.  Keir et al. took measurements at 40 V above threshold at 1 kHz frequency, 

except ZnS:Tm, for which 5 kHz was used.  Measurements for MgS devices are taken at 

1 kHz, except for MgS:Tm, for which 4 kHz is used to obtain sufficient luminance for 

adequate measurement resolution.  The difference in phosphor thicknesses between the 

two studies does not preclude meaningful data comparison.  There is little or no 

indication of space charge in the MgS devices characterized.  Neither C–V nor Qe
max–

Vmax overshoot [13] is observed in any device, and 1 kHz and 4 kHz threshold voltages 

are approximately equal [11].  Therefore, the field profile in these devices is not expected 

to change dramatically with the thickness of the phosphor layer.  Space charge, if present, 

would lead to the creation of a higher field region near the cathode of the device that can 

be expected to cause an increase in the hot-electron population.  This increase would be 

maximized for devices with larger space charge densities and thicker phosphor layers, but 

neither of these conditions apply to the MgS devices relative to the SrS and ZnS devices 

in the Keir et al. study.  It should be noted that the EL spectra of the MgS:Ln devices do 

not change appreciably with driving conditions; although the luminance is affected, the 
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spectra remain the same at different driving frequencies and all overvoltages, from 

threshold to as much as 110 V above threshold, at which measurement is possible. 

     Once spectra are obtained, transitions are assigned to each peak using published 

energy levels for trivalent lanthanide ions in various crystals and coordination 

environments [2–4].  The proximity of the levels to lower lying levels, their degeneracies, 

and well known assignments in the literature for other reported systems are used during 

the assignment process in an effort to accurately label each peak.  Energy-corrected 

spectra are also viewed to help resolve some peaks.  The measured MgS spectra are 

analyzed in relation to the corresponding SrS and ZnS spectra, which are given 

elsewhere. [5,6,11]. 

Results and discussion 

     Electroluminescent (EL) spectra corresponding to five separate lanthanide activators 

in the MgS host are shown in Figs. 4-1 to 4-5.  The luminance, luminous efficiency, and 

1931 CIE chromaticity coordinate values are measured at 40 V above threshold for each 

device and are listed in Table 4-1.  The five lanthanides are the same as used by Keir et 

al. [5].  The choice of five lanthanides is advantageous for evaluation since each 

lanthanide has a distinct f orbital energy scheme, affording redundant energy level 

analyses and more general comparisons between host systems.  Each lanthanide activator 

system reveals an important aspect of luminescence.  Throughout the following 

discussion, the reader should refer to a reliable lanthanide energy level diagram such as 

found in Ref. [4].  No specialized knowledge of term symbols is needed to locate 

pertinent states for each lanthanide ion. 

     A normalized spectrum for a MgS:Tb ACTFEL device is illustrated in Fig. 4-1.   

ZnS:Tb and SrS:Tb spectra are depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref. [5].  For ZnS:Tb, four peaks are 

observed, attributed to transitions from the 5D4 level.  For MgS:Tb and SrS:Tb, these four 

peaks are observed in addition to three peaks attributed to transitions from the 5D3 level.    

This implies that very few electrons in ZnS have the requisite energy (≥ 3.25 eV) to 

excite Tb3+ into the 5D3 state, whereas the hot electron distribution extends high enough 

in SrS and MgS.  Assignments of luminescent transitions for Tb3+ are reasonably 

straightforward.    
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     A normalized spectrum for a MgS:Ho ACTFEL device is illustrated in Fig. 4-2.  

ZnS:Ho and SrS:Ho spectra are depicted in Fig. 4 of Ref. [5].  ZnS:Ho exhibits four 

peaks for transitions originating from the 5I4, 5F5, 5S2, and 5F3 levels; the 5F3 level exists at 

the highest energy of 2.55 eV.  Many more peaks are evident in the SrS:Ho and MgS:Ho 

spectra, with the highest energy peak attributed to a transition form the 5G4 level at 3.20 

eV.  In SrS and MgS, other peaks are larger relative to the peak at 548 nm (originating 

from the 5S2 level).  These are consistent with enhancement of the 5F3 level and additional 

excitation of 5F1, 5G5, and 5G4 levels.  The complex f orbital energy scheme for Ho3+ 

allows the possibility for many additional transitions including higher level transitions 

that cannot be resolved. 

     A normalized spectrum for a MgS:Er ACTFEL device is illustrated in Fig. 4-3.  

ZnS:Er and SrS:Er spectra are depicted in Fig. 5 of Ref. [5].  ZnS:Er exhibits three main 

peaks originating from the levels 4F9/2, 4S3/2, and 2H11/2.  Additional peaks are evident in 

SrS:Er and MgS:Er, most notably at 384 and 412 nm due to transitions from 4G11/2 and 
2H9/2 to the ground state.  Two additional low-energy peaks are present in SrS:Er and 

MgS:Er at 704 and 772 nm, attributed to transitions from the same high energy levels.  

(As alternative to the transition 2H9/2 → 4I9/2, the similar energy 4I9/2 → 4I15/2 was 

considered, but since not observed in the ZnS:Er spectrum this assignment is not 

favored.)  Between MgS:Er and SrS:Er spectra there are gross dissimilarities in peak 

intensity ratios, and some subtle low intensity features are more prominent in SrS:Er.  

These are addressed by another factor as follows. 

     Radiative f orbital emission ratios are expected to have small dependence on the 

magnitude of the crystal field, but the hosts can affect nonradiative decay by multiphonon 

emission.  Decay rates by multiphonon emission (kmp) depend exponentially on the 

phonon energy of the material as given by [14] 

kmp = Ce−(ΔE/hω)β, 

where ΔE is the energy gap between the two successive states, ω is the phonon frequency, 

and C and β are material-specific constants.  For a given material, the ratio ΔE/hω 

represents the number of phonons associated with nonradiative decay.  Even without 

determination of the constants C and β, the quantity ΔE/hω provides a good comparison 
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for relative rates of multiphonon emission, especially when the hosts have comparable 

covalencies.  As a rule of thumb for a quantum-probable transition, (nonradiative) 

multiphonon emission is favored over radiative emission when the energy gap can be 

bridged by 4–5 phonons (ΔE ≤ 4–5 ω) [15].  Normal mode optical phonon energies for 

ZnS, SrS, and MgS are given in Table 4-2 [16–18].  Combinations of these and other 

modes account for detected absorption energies; commonly detected spectroscopic 

phonon energies are also given [19–22].      

     On the basis of phonon energy comparisons, four low intensity peaks are evaluated 

between the Er hosts.  Peaks at approximately 455, 480, 510, and 605 nm are only 

apparent for SrS:Er, especially in an energy-corrected spectrum.  The weak peaks near 

455 and 480 nm originate from 4F5/2 and 4F7/2 levels, which are lower energy than 4G11/2 

and 2H9/2 levels already identified in SrS:Er and MgS:Er spectra.  Therefore these peaks 

might also be expected for MgS:Er.  But the energy gap between 4F5/2  and the next 

lowest level is 1660 cm−1.  Based on ωLO or ωcommon from Table 4-2, this energy may be 

bridged by 5 phonons for MgS, 5 or 6 phonons for ZnS, and 6 or 9 phonons for SrS.  

Similar calculation for the 4F7/2 level (ΔE = 1350 cm−1) requires 4 or 5 phonons for MgS, 

4 or 5 phonons for ZnS, and 5 or 7 phonons for SrS.  Therefore, multiphonon emission is 

less effective in SrS, accounting for radiative transitions from these levels.  A very low 

intensity feature is detected at ~ 455 nm in MgS:Er that is consistent with 4F5/2 → 4I15/2.  

The other two low intensity peaks for SrS:Er at 510 and 605 nm are both consistent with 

transitions from 4G11/2, though are small in comparison to the peak at 384 nm which also 

originates from 4G11/2.  So in MgS:Er, where the 384 nm peak is smaller, it’s not 

surprising the other two peaks are absent.  Lower intensity of the 384 nm peak itself 

(4G11/2 originating) for MgS:Er compared to SrS:Er may also be explained by 

nonradiative processes.  The 4G11/2 level requires 1830 cm−1 for multiphonon emission, 

equivalent to 5 or 6 phonons for MgS, 6 or 7 phonons for ZnS, and 7 or 9 phonons for 

SrS.  At 530 nm, multiphonon emission energy (from 2H11/2) is even smaller, though spin-

multiplicity may allow radiative emission to occur competitively.  Overall, the population 

of hot electrons for ZnS:Er is again cooler than for the other two hosts.  Radiative 

emission from 4F5/2 and 4F7/2 may be quenched by multiphonon emission since similar 
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electron energies are apparent for other ZnS:Ln, yet higher energy emissions from 2H9/2 

are not certainly distinguishable.  Between MgS:Er and SrS:Er, the system with the hotter 

electron distribution cannot be posited in isolation of other lanthanide systems since peak 

intensities are modulated by multiphonon emission.  Such considerations are useful when 

comparing various host materials, but cannot be used to predict the spectral intensities in 

a general sense.  

     A normalized spectrum for a MgS:Dy ACTFEL device is illustrated in Fig. 4-4.  

ZnS:Dy and SrS:Dy spectra are depicted in Fig. 3 of Ref. [5].  ZnS:Dy exhibits four 

significant peaks corresponding to transitions from the 4F9/2 state at 2.63 eV.  The 

MgS:Dy spectrum is similar, but additional peaks are observed at 455 and 675 nm that 

are attributed to the transitions from the higher level 4M21/2.  SrS:Dy on the other hand, 

exhibits broad blue-green emission features in addition to those in the MgS:Dy spectrum.  

The broad emission is reasonably composed of transitions from 4I15/2 at ~ 440 and 525 

nm, and transitions from 4G11/2 at 415 nm (and perhaps also at 500 nm).  As with the 

additional peaks in SrS:Er compared to MgS:Er, these peaks likely are not observed in 

MgS because of the larger phonon frequencies.  The energy gap between these and their 

respective next lower energy levels are about 1000 and 1350 cm−1.  Using the previous 

analysis for the Er system, 4–7 phonons are required to bridge the gaps in SrS:Dy, but 

only 3–5 in MgS:Dy.  The levels are thus observed in SrS:Dy, where the radiative decay 

path is competitive.  Interestingly, Keir et al. found that aging the SrS:Dy ACTFEL 

device at 40 V above threshold and 1 kHz for 12 hours significantly altered the measured 

EL spectrum.  Essentially, aging eliminated the additional peaks so that aged SrS:Dy is 

strikingly similar to MgS:Dy.  The change can be understood if Dy sites undergo local 

rearrangements or become more closely coupled to defects in response to extended 

operation, or aging.  Low temperature measurements of SrS:Dy, as depicted in Fig. 6 of 

Ref. [5], display similar features as unaged SrS:Dy.  This reinforces atomic transition 

assignments that are based partly on multiphonon emission trends. 

     Finally, a normalized spectrum for a MgS:Tm ACTFEL device is given in Fig. 4-5.  

ZnS:Tm and SrS:Tm spectra are depicted in Fig. 2 of Ref. [5].  The spectrum of ZnS:Tm 

has predominantly one visible peak at 480 nm (originating from 1G4), which is dwarfed 
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by infrared emission.  SrS:Tm and MgS:Tm, on the other hand, exhibit a number of peaks 

in the visible spectrum.  The general appearance of SrS:Tm is curious.  Its broad emission 

spectrum contains characteristic Tm3+ peaks as well as peaks unassignable to Tm3+.  

These may be due to Tm2+ centers which could involve transitions from s and d orbitals 

and so would not be consistent with f → f transitions.  MgS:Tm emission likewise 

contains some unexpected peaks when no KF flux is used during device fabrication.  To 

investigate the effect of fluxing on SrS:Tm, a substrate with a SrS:Tm phosphor layer is 

fabricated.  One half of the substrate receives KF fluxing, while one half does not.  

Devices on the unfluxed half are found to exhibit no distinct Tm3+ emission peaks, while 

those on the fluxed half exhibit Tm3+ peaks in addition to the others.  An effect of the KF 

flux seems to be charge compensation of Tm3+ with K+, and stabilization of the trivalent 

state.  Note that the ZnS and SrS devices fabricated by Keir et al. are fluxed with KCl.  

Despite the presence of extra peaks, the intense protruding peaks allow for assignment of 

emission form the 1D2 state in SrS, as is seen in a more straightforward way in MgS, 

especially in an energy-corrected spectrum.  ZnS:Tm does not emit from this high-energy 

state. 

     After the data discussion above, it is fairly easy to state that ZnS is less able to 

sufficiently heat electrons for blue emission in high-field EL than are SrS and MgS.  

Table 4-3 lists the highest assigned emitting levels, which are 2.65 eV for ZnS compared 

to 3.48 eV for MgS and SrS.  It is more difficult to make claims as to whether the 

electron distribution is hotter in SrS or MgS; both hosts exhibit similar EL spectra 

including a number of peaks in the deep blue and violet regions.  Comparing peak 

intensities is not conclusive for a particular lanthanide emitter as the relative intensities 

are subject to dopant concentration quenching, multiphonon emission, and phosphor layer 

crystallinity differences.  Also, the devices being compared have not been optimized and 

are somewhat different in structure.  The presence or absence of high-energy peaks 

should not be affected by the details of their fabrication, but the relative intensities may 

be modified.  As an illustration of this point, ACTFEL devices with fluxed and unfluxed 

MgS:Tb phosphor layers of varying quality and crystallinity are fabricated.  Although the 

blue and violet peak relative intensities are increased for fluxed devices processed at 
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higher temperature, these peaks are observed for all devices, including those too unstable 

to operate above threshold and barely bright enough to be measurable. 

     It can be stated generally that SrS devices generate spectra with an equal or greater 

number of emission peaks compared to MgS for each lanthanide studied.  The greater 

number of peaks in SrS is attributed to lower phonon frequencies in SrS, however.  In 

order to compare hot-electron energies for the two hosts, the effects of multiphonon 

emission should be minimized by selecting suitable lanthanide ions.  Tb3+ and Tm3+ in 

particular are useful because with both activators a large energy gap exists below the 

highest emitting level (at least 0.7 eV), making multiphonon emission very unlikely.  

Side-by-side comparison for fluxed devices shows similar relative intensities for high 

emitting levels in the two hosts, suggesting similar hot-electron energies.  In MgS, 

electron heating is accomplished by electrons gaining kinetic energy from the high 

average phosphor field, measured from Q-fp analysis [13] to be around 3 MV/cm.  

Without space charge, this value is expected to be roughly constant throughout the 

phosphor layer.  SrS devices, on the other hand, have relatively small average phosphor 

fields between 1.2 and 1.45 MV/cm [5,6].  However, due to the large amount of space 

charge present in SrS devices, a high-field region near the emitting cathodic phosphor-

insulator interface is expected to form.  Based on studies of SrS:Ce ACTFEL devices 

with phosphor layers of various thicknesses, the local field in this high-field region may 

even be significantly higher than the average field measured for the MgS devices [23]. 

     It is worth noting that a broader emission wavelength range and higher resolution 

would allow for more energy level assignments.  The existence of emission peaks at > 

3.26 eV would provide a straightforward determination of peak hot-electron energies.  

But the conductor ITO absorbs higher energy photons for common device configurations.  

Also, lanthanides with high energy emitting levels should be selected.  With appropriate 

device configuration and phosphor quality, and low-temperature acquisition, high-

resolution measurements may be performed with a variety of lanthanide activators to 

assess high-energy electron excitation.  

     While this study does not yield the full electron energy distribution in MgS ACTFEL 

operation, it provides evidence that at least a portion of the electron distribution is 
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sufficiently hot to support blue emission.  It also seems likely that MgS possesses an 

electron energy distribution comparable to that of SrS.  Ultimately, the optimal ACTFEL 

phosphor will have a hot-electron distribution with a maximum overlap to the 

luminescent activator impact excitation cross-section. 

Conclusions 

     Lanthanide doped MgS ACTFEL devices are fabricated and characterized to assess 

the hot-electron transport properties of MgS.  Electroluminescent spectra of these devices 

indicate that MgS can sufficiently heat electrons to effectively excite luminescent 

activators for blue EL emission. 
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Figure 4-1. Normalized spectrum for a MgS:Tb ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4-2. Normalized spectrum for a MgS:Ho ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4-3. Normalized spectrum for a MgS:Er ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4-4. Normalized spectrum for a MgS:Dy ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4-5. Normalized spectrum for a MgS:Tm ACTFEL device. 
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Table 4-1. Luminance, luminous efficiency, and 1931 CIE chromaticity coordinates 
for each MgS:Ln device. Values are measured at 40 V above threshold 
at 1 kHz operation, except for MgS:Tm which is measured at 4 kHz. 
 

Phosphor L40 (cd/m2) E40 (lm/W) CIE x CIE y 

MgS:Tb 128.9 0.068 0.284 0.498 

MgS:Ho 83.9 0.031 0.310 0.515 

MgS:Er 38.9 0.031 0.333 0.602 

MgS:Dy 30.6 0.012 0.441 0.426 

MgS:Tm 2.0 – 0.190 0.200 

 

 
 
 
Table 4-2. Vibrational (phonon) energies for ZnS (zinc blend); SrS and MgS (rock salt).  
Transverse optical (ωTO) and longitudinal optical (ωLO) phonon energies are fundamental 
to each material.  Acoustic phonon vibrations, and variously combined modal vibrations 
also occur.  Common vibration energies (ωcommon), detected as luminescent sidebands, are 
also given. 
 

Vibrational energy (cm−1) Host 

material ωTO ωLO ωcommon 

ZnS 274 350 300 

SrS 185 282 205 

MgS 245 390 330 
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Table 4-3. Highest assigned energy levels and corresponding energies (eV) for three 
ACTFEL phosphor hosts with select lanthanide luminescent activators. 
 

 Tb3+ Ho3+ Er3+ Dy3+ Tm3+ 

ZnS 5D4 (2.55) 5F3 (2.55) 2H11/2 (2.40) 4F9/2 (2.63) 1G4 (2.65) 

SrS 5D3 (3.26) 5G4 (3.20) 4G11/2 (3.30) 4M21/2 (3.11) 1D2 (3.48) 

MgS 5D3 (3.26) 5G4 (3.20) 4G11/2 (3.30) 4M21/2 (3.11) 1D2 (3.48) 
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Chapter 5:  Solid Solubility and Eu2+ Luminescence for the System BaGa2S4–SrGa2S4 

 

Introduction 

     Alkaline earth thiogallates have long been studied as hosts for luminescent impurities, 

especially of the formula MGa2S4 (M = Ca, Sr, or Ba).  When doped with luminescent 

impurities, thiogallates of this composition exhibit typically higher quantum efficiency, 

less thermal quenching, and greater luminance than alkaline earth thiogallates of other 

compositions [1–3].  When doped with Eu2+ or Ce3+, these hosts in particular have been 

investigated as blue or green phosphors necessary for full color displays [4–7].  Owing to 

their CIE coordinates, efficiency, stability, and low susceptibility to current saturation, 

these thiogallates have demonstrated viability as cathode-ray tube (CRT) phosphors.  

Improvements in processing conditions have greatly increased their performance in 

electroluminescent (EL) devices as well.  It is therefore surprising that solid solutions of 

the BaGa2S4–SrGa2S4 system have not been studied in detail.  Early study of this system 

by Peters and Baglio [1] established guidelines to solubility limits and luminescence in 

the form of CIE coordinates for some mixed compositions.  More definitive knowledge 

of solid solubility is useful as a means of adjusting physical properties to include “color 

tuning” of some luminescent centers. 

     The space group of SrGa2S4 is reported as orthorhombic (H-M symbol Fddd; Int. S.G. 

#70), and BaGa2S4 is reported as cubic (H-M symbol Pa−3; Int. S.G. #205).  So unlike 

the isomorphic structures SrGa2S4 and CaGa2S4, SrGa2S4 and BaGa2S4 have limited 

solubility.  Therefore the system Ba1-xSrxGa2S4 was investigated in order to establish 

solubility limits between the Sr and Ba phases.  Eu2+ was also added as a relevant 

luminescent center and as an internal monitor for changes in local crystalline 

environments. 

Experimental 

Material preparation 

     All materials studied were prepared by sulfurization in H2S.  Alkaline earth carbonates 

SrCO3 (Aldrich, 99.995%) and BaCO3 (Cerac, 99.9%) were combined with Ga2O3 (Alfa, 

99.999%) and Eu2O3 (Stanford, 99.99%) in appropriate proportions; 1–3% excess Ga was 
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added to act as a flux and compensate for evaporative losses [8,9].  These mixtures were 

fired in flowing H2S first at 1000 ˚C for 3 h, followed by grinding and heating at 1075˚C 

for 4 h.  An additional heating at 1075 ˚C for 7 h was required to reach full solubility for 

samples with Sr-rich compositions.  The body color of Eu-doped powders varied from 

faintly yellow for Ba-rich compositions to vividly yellow/orange for Sr-rich 

compositions.  Eu-doped samples luminesced brightly under Hg lamp excitation 

(predominantly as 254 and 365 nm lines).  Differences in visible luminescent intensity 

were not readily discerned between samples with similar levels of Eu.  Undoped powders 

of parent compounds SrGa2S4 and BaGa2S4 were off-white and did not photoluminesce.   

X-ray analysis 

     X-ray data was collected with a Siemens D5000 powder diffractometer using Cu kα 

radiation.  All detected peaks could be indexed as (orthorhombic) SrGa2S4 and/or (cubic) 

BaGa2S4 type, except for a slight distortion noted for BaGa2S4.  No other phases were 

detected.  Cell refinement was performed based on these structure types, using the 

program Celref. 

Optical measurements   

     The luminescence collection procedure is consistent with that described in chapter 3 

for MgS:Eu. 

Results 

Crystallography: Cell dimensions 

     A series of powder samples were prepared at 1075 °C, according to overall 

compositions Ba1−xSrx−0.01Ga2S4:Eu0.01.  The cell dimensions of cubic and orthorhombic 

phases were established for each composition by refinement of XRD data.  Results are 

consolidated in Figure 5-1, as volume per formula unit, in order to represent both phases 

together.  As per the formula, x represents the combined level of Sr and Eu, since Eu2+ 

and Sr2+ have similar ionic radii.  Specific cell dimensions are also summarized in Table 

5-1.  The cell parameter for BaGa2S4 is an extrapolated value, since an apparent distortion 

from cubic symmetry leads to splitting of some diffraction peaks.  Garcia et al. [10] 

found this distortion disappears with at least two percent Ba replacement, in the form of 

Na/Er.  The extrapolated cell parameter for BaGa2S4 is consistent with the value reported 
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by Eisenmann et al. [11], but larger than reported by Peters and Baglio [1].  The refined 

cell for SrGa2S4 is slightly smaller than reported by Eisenmann et al. [12], but larger than 

reported by Peters and Baglio [1].  Included  also are the crystallographic dimensions for 

compositions of maximum solubility.  Cell dimensions for compositions intermediate 

between the endmembers and solubility limits can be faithfully calculated by linear 

extrapolation of each unit cell parameter according to the value x.  Combination of these 

dimensions closely reproduces the total volume at each composition, which itself also 

exhibits a linear relationship at this level of precision.  Clearly, compositions between 45 

& 77% Sr (plus Eu) are mixtures of both phases.  

Crystallography: Site substitution for alkaline earth elements 

     There are three distinct positions for Sr in orthorhombic SrGa2S4, each of them eight 

coordinate.  The structure of SrGa2S4 makes it difficult to determine the position(s) of Ba 

substitution based on X-ray powder diffraction intensity.  Simulations reveal that peak 

intensities are only affected to slight degree.  Experimental intensities are not appreciably 

affected even at the solubility limit.  Without experimental information, random 

substitution might be expected between the three similar sites.  On the other hand, 

structure factors for cubic BaGa2S4 are appreciably modified by substitution of Sr (and 

Eu).  There exist two crystallographic sites for Ba.  Position 1 (Wychoff 4a) is twelve 

coordinate, and contains one third the total Ba.  Position 2 (Wychoff 8c) is six coordinate, 

and contains the other two thirds Ba.  Preferential substitution on position 1, or position 

2, or random distribution, is each considered.  Simulations for each situation also 

assumed Eu to have the same site preference as Sr.  

     Samples with x = 0.06, 0.21, 0.36, and 0.46 were selected for comparison.  (The 

lowest substitution level at x = 0.06 (5% Sr + 1% Eu) was used, since this is the first 

incremental composition to exhibit undistorted cubic symmetry.)  Using nine well 

resolved reflections, the relative changes in peak intensities between the samples and the 

references were compared to the ratio of simulated intensity changes for three possible 

substitutions: Ba position 1, Ba position 2, and random site.  The following error function 

defines closeness of fit between experiment and simulation: 
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Equation 5-1 

e2 = Σ ci − Fzi
ci

2
n

i = 1

n
                    

c = simulated intensity ratio for a given reflection between different levels of substitution; 

z = experimental intensity ratio for a given reflection between different levels of 

substitution ratio; F = scaling factor to minimize total error.  Error function is assessed 

over “n” reflections.  The error function is applied to the cubic thiogallate system for 

three levels of substitution for the reflections of the classes (200), (220), (311), (230), 

(400), (411), (240), (332), (511), in Figure 5-2. 

     It’s clear the lowest average square error occurs for Sr substituting for Ba position 2 in 

BaGa2S4; position 2 is the smaller, six coordinate site.  The calculated error associated 

with position 2 even decreases as the level of Sr substitution increases.  This suggests that 

below 21% occupancy, a portion of Sr atoms also occupy position 1.  At higher Sr levels, 

position 2 is vastly favored.  The error associated with position 1 also decreases between 

36 & 45% substitution, reflecting the availability of Ba1 sites.  Position 1 contains 33% 

of total divalent sites, so greater levels of substitution must also occupy position 2.  Even 

at that, the smaller error for random distribution is consistent with preference for position 

2.  With exclusive site preference at 45% substitution, Sr would represent 2/3 the 

occupancy in position 2.  Substitution of Sr for Ba at position 2 is expected at this smaller 

site.  It is likewise assumed that Eu2+ will exhibit a preference for position 2 at high 

concentrations.  At low concentrations, Eu2+ may distribute proportionately with Sr 

atoms, or entropic and chemical potentials may favor more random distribution. 

Photoluminescence 

     Emission from the Eu2+ luminescent center occurs via the transition 4f 6d 1 → 4f 7d 0, 

as also explained in the introductory chapter.  Since the excited state d level is strongly 

influenced by environment, the transition energy for this center shifts as the alkaline earth 

ratio is adjusted.  Emission data for the Ba1-xSrx−0.01Ga2S4:Eu.01 series is given in Figure 
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5-3.  The emission energy shifts to lower energies with increasing Sr levels and 

decreasing lattice.  The effect of smaller lattices is magnification of the nephelauxetic 

effect and increase in crystal field splitting, both of which may contribute to lower energy 

d orbitals and smaller radiant transition energies.  The cubic phase emission maximum is 

shifted from 500 to 512 nm by substitution of 40% Sr (+ 1% Eu), which is the most 

substituted single phase composition measured.  The orthorhombic phase emission 

maximum is shifted from 534 to 529 nm by substitution of 19% Ba (+ 1% Eu), which is 

the most substituted single phase composition measured.  The CIE coordinates in Table 

5-2 provide a more standard measure of color shifting for these systems.  For levels of Sr 

(plus Eu) between 45 & 77%, two phases are present so the emission band represents 

linear combinations of phases with maximum solubility. 

Conclusion      

     Solid solubility and luminescence for the thiogallate system BaGa2S4–SrGa2S4:Eu 

were studied.  It was found that for the cubic phase, Sr can occupy a maximum of 45% of 

the divalent sites.  In the orthorhombic phase, Ba will substitute up to 23%.  These values 

are greater than approximate limits given by Peters and Baglio (twice greater for the 

orthorhombic phase.)  Luminescence data for both phases show that by varying Ba:Sr, 

Eu2+ emission can be shifted as far as solubility limits allow.  This color shift is 

particularly advantageous for the highly efficient orthorhombic phase, as added Ba 

improves the (green) color coordinates.  Red shifts for the cubic system are not beneficial 

for many lighting applications, because emitted light is between blue and green. 
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Figure 5-1.  Cell volume per formula unit for the system Ba1−xSrx−0.01Ga2S4:Eu0.01 as 
determined by XRD.  1% Eu is included with Sr as the coordinate x.  Diamonds represent 
the cubic structure characteristic of BaGa2S4 and triangles represent the orthorhombic 
characteristic of SrGa2S4; the open circle is an extrapolated value because this 
composition does not exhibit full cubic symmetry. 
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Figure 5-2.  Error function (Equation 5-1) applied to substitution of Sr for Ba in BaGa2S4 
for two crystallographic sites or random distribution.  Given levels of substitution are 
compared to the lower level of 6% substitution. 
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Figure 5-3:  Photoluminescent emission spectra for the series Ba1−xSrx−0.01Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
collected at room temperature.  Samples were excited with 370 nm light.  Darker lines 
represent single phase compositions and lighter lines represent two phase compositions.  
Corresponding CIE coordinates are listed in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-1:  Cell dimensions for key compositions in the thiogallate series according to 
Ba1−xSrxGa2S4; 1% Eu in samples is treated as Sr to simplify the formulas.  Parent 
compounds and their mutual solubility limits are represented.      
 

Unit cell edge (Ǻ) Space Group Composition 

a b c H-M Int. S.G. # 

BaGa2S4 12.685*   Pa−3 205 

Ba.55Sr.45Ga2S4 12.576   Pa−3 205 

Ba.23Sr.77Ga2S4 21.081 20.648 12.241 Fddd 70 

SrGa2S4 20.855 20.513 12.216 Fddd 70 
 
*extrapolated value 

 

Table 5-2:  1931 CIE coordinates for the series Ba1−xSrx−0.01Ga2S4:Eu0.01 collected at 
room temperature.  Samples excited with 370 nm light. 
 

1931 CIE coordinates % (Sr + Eu)  
or “x” x = y = 

Composition 

1 0.127 0.470 Ba0.99Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
6 0.135 0.496 Ba0.94Sr0.05Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
11 0.140 0.511 Ba0.89Sr0.10Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
16 0.147 0.533 Ba0.84Sr0.15Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
21 0.156 0.548 Ba0.79Sr0.20Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
26 0.158 0.560 Ba0.74Sr0.25Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
31 0.165 0.577 Ba0.69Sr0.30Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
36 0.165 0.581 Ba0.64Sr0.35Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
41 0.173 0.595 Ba0.59Sr0.40Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
46 0.184 0.604 
51 0.202 0.621 
56 0.198 0.636 
61 0.208 0.647 
66 0.218 0.660 
71 0.229 0.671 
76 0.238 0.684 

Two phase region 

81 0.243 0.693 Sr0.80Ba0.19Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
86 0.250 0.691 Sr0.85Ba0.14Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
91 0.258 0.689 Sr0.90Ba0.09Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
96 0.262 0.687 Sr0.95Ba0.04Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
100 0.268 0.686 Sr0.99Ga2S4:Eu0.01 
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Chapter 6:  Spin-coated ZnO for Transparent Thin-Film Transistor Applications 

 

Introduction 

     ZnO is an immensely popular solid state material.  It is scarcely possible to enumerate 

all applications for ZnO, but many emerging uses are related to its semiconductor 

properties and its transparency to visible light [1].  In the fields of active electronics, it 

has been proposed for a variety of uses, even including light emission [2].  ZnO continues 

to be the subject of numerous articles and reports, though most new publications provide 

no discovery of its behavior or applications.  Yet in the area of transistor research, ZnO 

has been substantiated as an n-type semiconductor layer.  Thin-film transistors (TFTs) 

based on polycrystalline ZnO were meaningfully demonstrated just prior to the present 

work.  As a further point of interest, the devices were fabricated from visibly transparent 

components as transparent thin-film transistors (TTFTs) [3–6].  The associated devices 

were constructed by vapor phase deposition techniques, requiring the use of vacuum 

chambers.  As a natural evolution of device fabrication, it is desirable to deposit 

component layers from the solution phase in order to accelerate creation of large 

transistor arrays.  Therefore we investigate deposition of ZnO, the semiconductor 

(channel) layer, by a solution phase technique.  These results and alternative perspectives 

are also published elsewhere [7,8].  

ZnO precursor solution and its decomposition 

     A general background for solution phase deposition of ZnO is given for context of the 

strategies employed in this work.  ZnO thin-films have been deposited by chemical bath 

deposition (CBD), successive ionic-layer absorption and reaction (SILAR), spin-coating, 

dip-coating, and some related techniques.  A review of strategies is given in Ref. [9]; 

other examples of solution-deposited ZnO films are also given as Refs. [10–14].  During 

CBD or SILAR, film growth occurs ideally by addition of Zn and hydroxide species, with 

continual exclusion of counterions and nontarget species.  ZnO is formed directly or by 

simple dehydration.  Unfortunately, these techniques usually generate inhomogeneous 

ZnO films because multiple nucleation sites lead to discrete crystallite columns, or 

solvated layers rearrange nonuniformly.  In very different fashion for spin-coating or dip-
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coating, solvent loss precipitates coatings that contain a variety of components including 

Zn atoms.  Coatings are then converted to ZnO by decomposition–generally by 

combustion of organic species.  These processes lead to voids and defects [15], so the 

selection of organic additives may be questioned.  Simple salt solutions, such as 

Zn(NO3)2 (aq), crystallize during solvent loss so that uniform coatings are not produced.  

Rapid kinetics for spin-coating, or modest exclusion of counterions for dip-coating may 

encourage deposition of slightly basic salts, yet the largely ionic salts do not deposit 

smoothly nor convert evenly to ZnO films.  In response, researchers routinely add 

alcohols and viscous organic agents such as long-chain carboxyacids, alkoxides, and even 

ethylene glycol.  As explained in Ref. [15], these additives are most beneficial during 

application of liquid films; subsequent conversion to ZnO is hampered by their presence.  

A few short-chained alcohol amines, i.e. monoethanolamine and diethanolamine, are also 

popular ingredients in precursor solutions, sometimes in addition to other organic agents.  

These increase the pH of solutions and coordinate to Zn atoms so that premature 

crystallization is suppressed.  By some methodologies, the use of alcohol amines may 

lessen volume changes and long-range rearrangements during decomposition of precursor 

solutions.  But none of the mentioned additives universally obviate the essential problem 

of converting heterogeneous networks (constructed largely of nontarget species) into 

homogeneous networks of the target oxide.  Rough surfaces and cracks are expected 

unless the deposition chemistry is compatible with long range densification.  Until very 

recently, temperatures ≥ 500 °C have been required to expel nontarget species and 

promote interactions between ZnO grains. 

     The ZnO (channel) layer for the target TTFT devices might have been deposited from 

common thin-film precursor solutions reported in the literature.  Instead we developed a 

new precursor solution for spin-coat deposition, inspired by the reaction reported by Li 

[16].  He created MgO nanoparticles by rapid ignition of magnesium nitrate and glycine, 

initiated by hot-plate heating in a beaker.  Sousa et al. [17] reported ZnO powder 

synthesis by combustion of zinc nitrate and urea.  The conditions and molar ratios were 

not equivalent between the two previous reactions, as given in Refs. [16,17], though the 

glycine reaction occurred more abruptly and produced finer oxide products.  By a similar 
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reaction, we reasoned that hydrated films containing zinc nitrate and glycine could be 

quickly converted to ZnO. 

     Glycine is the smallest amino acid, with the formula NH2CH2COOH.  In the parlance 

of biochemistry, the –R group is simply –H.  Each of only two carbon atoms is bonded to 

more electronegative elements.  Also peptide bonding, a natural type of polymerization, 

can occur in solution.  Therefore long carbon chains are not necessary to create large 

organic networks.  For the purposes of thin-film deposition, this network is expected to 

prevent crystallization during spin-coating, then oxidize rapidly in the presence of nitrate 

groups and ambient oxygen. 

     The general form of the reaction may assume products as mono- or dioxides of carbon 

and nitrogen.  Reaction pathways will determine activation energies and local reaction 

enthalpies.  Of course, glycine and zinc nitrate may react together or decompose 

independently.  The following represents the relation between oxidizing agents, reducing 

agents, and created products, by a number of possibilities.  The ratio of glycine to zinc 

nitrate is 1.6, as used in precursor solutions. 

(9x + 8y −10.5) O2 + 8 NH2CH2COOH + 5 Zn(NO3)2 →  

                                                                                 5 ZnO + 20 H2O + 18 NOx + 16 COy 

If products are exclusively NO2 and CO2, the amount of external oxygen is maximized.  

Lower oxide products require less O2.  Reaction conditions will dictate the release of 

gaseous products, which directly affects the continuity and morphology of ZnO films. 

Experimental 

     The precursor solution was prepared by mixing 3.6 parts by mass of zinc nitrate 

hexahydrate (GFS chemicals, 99.999%) with one part glycine (Alfa Aesar, 99.7%) and 

2.2 parts of deionized water (18.2 MΩcm−1). The solution was then placed in a boiling 

water bath for 75 min to induce polymerization.  The solution decreased in volume by 

~10% during the heating cycle.  Spin solutions were subsequently diluted with deionized 

water.  In course of development, this process was found to encourage smooth 

application during spin-coating, so it was continued throughout.  The ratio of glycine to 

zinc nitrate was also chosen on the basis of smooth film deposition.  Slightly lower levels 

of glycine are possible, though moderately lower levels lead to rough hydrated coatings. 
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     TTFTs were fabricated in the common staggered bottom-gate configuration (see also 

Fig. 8-1).  The glass substrate, indium tin oxide (ITO) conductor, and aluminum titanium 

oxide (ATO) gate dielectric were supplied as a unit by Planar Systems of Beaverton, OR.  

Upon the cleaned surface, the zinc precursor solution was deposited by spin-coating at 

3000 rpm for 30 s.  A variety of heating conditions were explored to convert solutions to 

solid ZnO thin-films.  This layer was patterned by conventional photolithography and wet 

etching, establishing ZnO islands.  ITO source and drain were deposited by ion-beam 

sputtering, in dimensions defined by photolithography.  Thermal heating at 300 °C was 

used to increase transparency of ITO source and drain. 

     TTFT devices were characterized in a conventional manner, though in the dark, as 

described by Norris et al. [7].  Functional parameters were calculated from these data.  

ZnO thin-films were also analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy 

(AFM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  

Results and discussion 

     Solution phase deposition and combustion parameters were investigated to optimize 

the morphology of ZnO films in conjunction with TTFT performance.  To establish 

thermal response for precursor films, various temperatures and heating times were 

explored.  (Consider that complex synthesis schedules are a hallmark of solution-phase 

deposition, though reported heating programs are apparently based on polymeric 

behavior rather than oxide formation mechanisms.)  For conversion of spin-coated 

solutions to ZnO solids, a variety of single step and multiple step heating strategies were 

attempted.  Low temperature heating at ~ 260–400 °C (in air) produced films of brown 

hue.  Several hours of heating at low temperatures did not eliminate brown coloration, 

though films eventually became white after higher temperature (600 °C) combustion.  

Brown coloration is attributed to carbon products from incomplete combustion, while 

broad spectrum (white) scattering indicates inhomogeneity of films.  Also, films first 

heated at low temperatures required greater time to become white or clear, compared to 

films immediately heated at high temperature (i.e. 600 °C).  It is possible that brown 

appearances are related to nitrogen oxides or nonstoichiometric ZnO, but in the absence 

of carbon these would be expected to decompose quickly for this divalent solid.  ZnO 
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thin-films by various heating strategies are represented in Figs. 6-1 to 6-5.  These images 

reflect that film roughness and cracks, and the degree of oxide conversion, are strongly 

affected by the time and temperature of reaction.  Even at 300 °C, a temperature lower 

than represented in Figs. 6-1 to 6-5, ZnO crystallites are readily detected by thin-film 

XRD (refer to Ref. [8], Fig. 4.2).  Judging from SEMs, a considerable degree of organic 

material remains for long times at temperatures < 400 °C.  Since combustion is not 

abrupt, isolated crystallites may rearrange within the organic network to produce 

disorganized films.  Evidently, 400 °C offers sufficient energy for rearrangement (refer to 

Figs. 6-3 and 6-4).  By SEM and XRD, ZnO particles are approximately 10–30 nm and 

13–25 nm, respectively.  Particles and grains are similar in size and maximized by 

immediate heating at the highest temperature used (600 °C).  Thin-film morphology is 

also the most regular by this heating method. 

     Morphologies by multiple step heating are revealing, since organic-based precursors 

are commonly “pre-baked” before higher temperature conversion.  For this system, 

insufficient temperatures do not readily expel nontarget species.  Crystallites are 

substantially formed in isolated fashion by any combination of hydroxylation, partial 

combustion of glycine, and localized decomposition of Zn nitrate species [18].  Higher 

temperatures eliminate nontarget species, causing particles to aggregate.  Interparticle 

bonding is considerably weaker than internal bonding, but aggregates cannot be expected 

to densify without temperatures at least > 1000 °C.  Comparatively, immediate higher 

temperature combustion allows adjacent grains to bond before individual crystallites are 

so fully developed.  A lower ratio of glycine to zinc nitrate might also combust more 

suddenly, though application of the precursor coating relies on considerable levels of 

glycine.   

     The precursor concentration was also evaluated.  According to the recipe given in the 

experimental section, solutions were diluted to levels of 10, 15, 25, 50, and 100% of the 

concentration following boiling water bath polymerization.  Thin-films from each 

dilution level were measured with AFM.  Norris summarizes AFM results in Table 4.2 of 

Ref. [8]; important trends are explained here.  Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness 

values for ZnO films are 5–6 nm for 100, 50, and 25% dilution, whereas 15 and 10% 
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dilution produces RMS roughness ~ 3 nm.  Particle sizes by AFM analyses are 19 nm 

(100 and 50% dilution), 13 nm (25% dilution), and 7 nm (15 and 10% dilution).  While 

these are surface values, thin-films change markedly between 50 and 15% dilution.  

Recall from SEM images (Figures 6-1 to 6-5) and XRD grain size analyses for thicker 

films that particles and grains are approximately 20–30 nm and 25 nm, respectively.  Of 

the tested solutions, 25% dilution produced films ~ 32 nm, or about one grain thick.  

Judging by available SEMs and AFMs, a distribution of grain sizes exist.  Still, single 

grains of ZnO may represent the film thickness in several locations, and two dimensional 

constraints may impart a degree of ordering among crystallites. 

     TTFT devices were assessed for each level of precursor dilution.  The relative 

performances are summarized as follows.  Undiluted (100%) solutions lead to transistor-

type devices that were characterized by poor control of carriers; ID does not saturate with 

increasing VDS, and devices cannot readily be “turned off.”  For 50% dilution, ID 

saturates to a greater extent and devices are nearly “off” when VGS < −10 V.  For 25% 

dilution, ID–VDS characteristics (Fig. 6-6) indicate saturation and “off behavior” under 

moderate VGS (particularly at VGS = 0).  According to Fig. 6-7, the current is modulated 

by more than six orders of magnitude, with a positive turn-on voltage.  Thus devices are 

considered enhancement mode.  For dilution ≤ 15%, ID–VDS characteristics also represent 

control of carriers.  However, device currents are markedly lower than for other devices.  

All parameters of merit are preferred for ZnO TTFT devices from 25% dilution.  ID 

values are maximized; on-to-off ratios are broadest at > 106; mobility values are highest, 

i.e. μsat = 0.2 cm2V−1s−1.  It’s unusual that a particular thickness yields the best of each 

parameter of merit.  In general for TFT devices with oxide channel layers, changes in 

thickness or processing will improve some parameters at the expense of others.  For 

example, higher temperature anneals may produce larger operating currents for a given 

VGS, while also rendering excessive carriers at VGS = 0.  For our deposition method, it’s 

evident that a specific concentration and combustion process contribute to maximize 

electronic interactions between particles.  Therefore the thickness parameter cannot be 

independently evaluated. 
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     As explained in chapter 1, comparisons between TFT devices are a subjective task.  

Since publication of this study, ZnO-based transistors have been the subject of hundreds 

of articles.  Yet fundamental knowledge of ZnO conductivity [19–21] and ZnO charge 

transport in TFTs [22] are only occasionally addressed.  It’s still possible to relate our 

devices to others in the literature.  By sputtering and annealing at 600 °C, Hoffman [23] 

fabricated (opaque) ZnO devices with reported incremental mobility of 25 cm2V−1s−1.  

Also by sputtering, Carcia et al. [24] reported high-performance ZnO TFTs on plastic 

substrates, with field-effect mobility of 18 cm2V−1s−1.  Advances have also been made in 

solution deposition of ZnO channel layers.  A Zn acetate/ethanolamine/methoxyethanol 

precursor was deposited by spin-coating [25].  Direct heating of the coating at 500 °C 

produced the best TFT performance including saturation mobility of 5 cm2V−1s−1.  Low 

temperatures and gradual heating techniques were detrimental to performance, as 

consistent with the current study.  In order to achieve TFT function from ZnO annealed at 

lower temperatures, CBD processes have been explored, sometimes in conjunction with 

ZnO nanorod precursors.  Cheng et al. deposited columns of ZnO by CBD and heating at 

60 °C [26].  Resultant devices did not exhibit current saturation behavior, and VGS ~ 30 V 

was required to “turn off.”  To improve association between ZnO grains, they used seed 

layers of spin-coated ZnO before CBD growth, and also annealed the films at 230 °C 

[27].  This strategy produced TFT devices with more ideal characteristics and field-effect 

mobility of 0.7 cm2V−1s−1.  Sun and Sirringhaus deposited the channel layer by spin-

coating ZnO nanorods and heating to 230 °C [28].  VGS ~ 40 V was required to “turn off” 

the normally conducting devices.  To develop interactions between nanorods (and control 

free-carriers), they modified nanorod deposition to enhance alignment, and also added a 

CBD growth step [29].  Resultant devices featured mobilities of 1.2 cm2V−1s−1 after 

annealing at 270 °C.  In each of these systems, the device mobility, carrier control, and 

stability are improved as the interactions between adjacent grains are developed.  We 

have recently developed another precursor for ZnO deposition that affords comparably 

dense films after heating at 300 °C, and incremental mobility of 6 cm2V−1s−1 [30].  

     The saturated mobility for devices in the current study, at 0.2 cm2V−1s−1, compares 

favorably with most other solution-deposited, ZnO-based TFTs.  Our devices also exhibit 
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moderate turn-on voltage, as necessary for moderate voltage operation.  Unfortunately 

our device fabrication requires heating to 600–700 °C.  The thermal decomposition 

temperature cannot conceivably be reduced below 500 °C, though chemical treatments 

and plasma exposure are at least two nonthermal alternatives.  A considerably lower ratio 

of glycine in the precursor would require other modifications of the precursor solution.  

More sophisticated precursors have since been developed, which provide avenues for 

lower temperature deposition and greater performance characteristics.  But this first 

demonstration of solution-deposited ZnO in a TTFT established a benchmark for further 

studies. 

Conclusion 

     We demonstrate TTFTs with the ZnO semiconductor layer deposited by spin-coating 

and thermal treatment.  Decomposition kinetics dictate heating ≥ 600 °C with no low 

temperature steps.  By this method, electrical current was conducted through adjacent 

grains as necessary for TFT operation.  Performance characteristics for enhancement 

mode devices include saturated mobility of 0.2 cm2V−1s−1 and on-to-off ratio > 106. 
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Figure 6-1.  SEM of spin-coated ZnO on glass, heated in air at 260 °C (2 h), followed by 
RTA in O2 at 600 °C (10 min).  (Also represented in Ref. [8], Fig. 4.5.) 
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Figure 6-2.  SEM of spin-coated ZnO on glass, heated in air at 260 °C (2 h), followed by 
RTA in O2 at 400 °C (10 min). (Also represented in Ref. [8], Fig. 4.7.) 
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Figure 6-3.  SEM of spin-coated ZnO on glass, heated in air at 260°C (2 h), followed by 
heating in air at 400 °C (2 h).  (Also represented in Ref. [8], Fig. 4.8.) 
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Figure 6-4.  SEM of spin-coated ZnO on glass, heated in air at 400°C (10 min), followed 
by RTA in O2 at 600 °C (10 min).  (Also represented in Ref. [8], Fig. 4.11.) 
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Figure 6-5.  SEM of spin-coated ZnO on glass, heated in air at 600 °C (10 min), followed 
by RTA in O2 at 600 °C (10 min).  (Also represented in Ref. [8], Fig. 4.10.) 
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Figure 6-6.  ID–VDS characteristics for TTFT with spin-coated ZnO layer at 25% dilution.  
VGS = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 V, and width-to-length ratio = 8.  (Also represented in Ref. [8], 
Fig. 5.13.) 
 

 
Figure 6-7.  ID–VGS characteristics for TTFT with spin-coated ZnO layer at 25% dilution.  
VDS = 20 and 40 V, and width-to-length ratio = 8. 
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Abstract 

New thin-film dielectrics and nanolaminates have been synthesized via aqueous-solution 

deposition of Hf and Zr sulfates, where facile gelation and vitrification of the precursor 

solution have been achieved without organic additives.  X-ray reflectivity, imaging, and 

metal-insulator-metal capacitor performance reveal that smooth, atomically dense films 

are readily produced by spin coating and modest thermal treatment (T < 325 oC).  

Dielectric characteristics include permittivities covering the range of 9–12 with 

breakdown fields up to 6 MV cm−1.  Performance as gate dielectrics is demonstrated in 

field-effect transistors exhibiting small gate-leakage currents and qualitatively ideal 

device performance.  The low-temperature processing, uniformity, and pore-free nature 

of the films have also allowed construction of unique, high-resolution nanolaminates 

exhibiting individual layers as thin as 3 nm. 
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Introduction 

Low-temperature, high-speed printing of thin-film devices offers an attractive route to 

the realization of low-cost electronics.  This solution-based processing is readily 

applicable to many organic and polymeric materials, but the electronic devices derived 

therefrom generally exhibit quite modest performance characteristics [1–3].  If similar 

processing and printing strategies were successfully extended to the deposition of 

inorganic materials, higher performance could be realized [4–6].  In this context, we are 

emphasizing the development of an oxide printing platform for both active and passive 

components of electronics [7–10], providing unique opportunities for application of 

solution-based additive, environmentally benign, low-temperature, and vacuum-free 

fabrication in the production of chemically robust materials and devices.  In considering 

the set of materials – conductors, semiconductors, and insulators – that is necessary for 

the realization of electronic devices, e.g., thin-film transistors (TFTs) and circuits, the 

current lack of materials sets for low-temperature, solution-based synthesis of high-

quality thin-film insulators represents a major impediment to the realization of useful all-

inorganic devices.  In a TFT, for example, the insulator (gate dielectric) must not only be 

smooth, dense, and pinhole-free, but it must also exhibit low leakage current, high 

breakdown strength, a low interface state density, and preferably a high dielectric 

constant.   Amorphous materials provide these features; they do not have grain 

boundaries, effectively reducing electronic-defect domains, while enhancing device 

performance on the basis of their smooth surfaces and associated interfaces.  Among 

amorphous insulators, inorganic oxides with their wide band gaps, useful polarizabilities, 

and chemical stabilities dominate practical use.  And up to now only vapor methods have 

been successfully applied to the deposition of these materials.  The production of high-

quality insulators via solution processing has not previously been demonstrated, as the 

loss of solvent and other components during drying and annealing typically leads to film 

crystallization, “mud cracking,” and considerable porosity [11].  As noted above, these 

features produce grain boundaries, defects, and charge-conduction pathways that mitigate 

the desired effectiveness of the insulator.   
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In this contribution, we describe materials and methods for realizing high-quality, 

amorphous oxide thin-film dielectrics at relatively low temperatures through 

development of single-source inks that are applicable in printing.  We demonstrate that 

useful dielectrics can be produced with new hafnium and zirconium oxide sulfates and 

their derivatives, as exemplified by the parent compositions HfO2-x(SO4)x and ZrO2-

x(SO4)x (0.46 ≤ x ≤ 1), which we designate HafSOx and ZircSOx, respectively. As 

described below, thin films of these materials are atomically dense, exhibiting relatively 

high permittivity and exceptional performance in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors 

and TFTs.  The unique characteristics of the films prompted us to fabricate mixed 

HafSOx/ZircSOx laminates with nanoscale resolution, demonstrating the versatility of 

the inks and associated thin films.  We first consider the processing chemistry, which 

inevitably determines all aspects of film fabrication and performance.  Subsequently, we 

describe findings covering the dielectric properties, device function, and laminated 

structures of the films. 

Results and discussion 

Precursor chemistries and materials analyses   

Precursor solutions for SOx films are combinations of HfOCl2(aq) or ZrOCl2(aq) with 

H2SO4(aq), and for derivative compositions appropriate metal sulfates or oxides are 

added.  In this section, we describe the chemical processes that enable the conversion of 

these solution precursors into the solid films.    Representative materials HafSOx and 

HafSOx:La are investigated as both bulk powders and thin films with emphasis on 

precipitation, dehydration, and crystallization.  Comparative analyses reveal that certain 

bulk and thin-film characteristics are similar, while others (primarily derived from the 

rapid deposition of the films) are distinct.  

     A number of phases and crystal structures have been reported from examination of the 

systems HfO2–SO3–H2O and ZrO2–SO3–H2O.  Several structures have been characterized 

as simple hydrates, e.g., Hf(SO4)2·nH2O or Zr(SO4)2·nH2O [12], exhibiting variations in 

the degree of hydration and in the structural dimensionality associated with the 

condensation of the metal atom, sulfate groups, and water.  Materials rich in metal 

relative to sulfate are known, and they include Zr2(OH)2(SO4)3·4H2O [13]; Hf(OH)2SO4, 
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Zr(OH)2SO4, and their hydrates [14–18]; Hf18O10(OH)26(SO4)13·33H2O and 

Zr18O4(OH)38.8(SO4)12.6·33H2O [19,20]; and Zr3O5SO4 and its hydrate [21].  Additional, 

largely uncharacterized phases have also been reported [22].  All of these structures (with 

the possible exception of Zr3O5SO4) are likely unstable when subjected to air at both 

room and higher temperatures, resulting from spontaneous hydration, dehydration, or 

changes in hydrogen-bonding frameworks.  From our perspective, this has provided the 

opportunity to use the dehydration and associated condensation processes for the 

development of amorphous films.  Volume changes on dehydration are minimized 

relative to those associated with metal-organic precursors, and the kinetics of dehydration 

and condensation can be sufficiently fast to produce dense, amorphous products.       

     To gain insight and subsequent control of the chemistry in these systems for film 

deposition, the characteristics of precipitated powders of HfO2-x(SO4)x have been 

examined.  Starting from aqueous solutions with selected fractions of sulfate relative to 

Hf (variable x), HafSOx precipitates were formed by heating.  As seen from 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) traces in Fig. 7-1, heating a HafSOx precipitate dried 

at room temperature leads to mass loss in three domains.  A large mass loss occurs below 

200 ºC, which is attributed to loss of incorporated water, while mass loss in the range 

200–700 ºC is mainly associated with elimination of more tightly bound hydroxyl species 

as water.  The sharp mass loss, beginning above 700 ºC, is attributed to sulfate 

decomposition with production of SO3(g) → SO2(g) + ½ O2(g).  Similar behavior has 

been reported in several Hf and Zr oxide sulfate systems [23,24], and it extends to the 

other HafSOx derivative formulations examined here.  The results are consistent with 

findings from heat-treated HafSOx (x ~ 0.67 & 0.85) and HafSOx:La films that have 

been analyzed via transmission Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy.  For 

these films, hydroxyl absorption in the range 3000–3600 cm−1 diminishes with heating 

between 325 and 600 oC.  Sulfate vibrations in the range 1000–1200 cm−1 are nearly 

eliminated between 650 and 700 ºC for HafSOx films and between 700 and 750 ºC for 

the HafSOx:La film.   

Assuming dehydrated HafSOx powder is converted completely to HfO2 between 700 

and 950 ºC, the sulfate fraction can be calculated from the mass loss.  In this way, we 
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have found that increasing levels of sulfate in the mother solution correlate to increasing 

levels of sulfate in (heat induced) precipitates, ranging on the basis of the sulfate-to-Hf 

ratio from 0.46 to 0.71 for dehydrated formulas of HfO1.54(SO4)0.46 and HfO1.29(SO4)0.71, 

respectively.  The same maximum sulfate composition precipitated whether H2SO4(aq) or 

(NH4)2SO4(aq) was used as the sulfate source; products with sulfate levels x < 0.46 were 

not examined.  The onset of sulfate loss occurred above 720 ºC for all samples, though 

some variations in the TGA profiles were observed.  Peak positions, as determined from 

the derivatives of the heating curves, were used to establish decomposition temperatures 

between 793 and 817 ºC with the highest temperatures observed for samples with 

maximum sulfate content and H2SO4(aq) as the sulfate source.  As additional tests, 

samples with maximum sulfate content were heated at 325 and 700 oC prior to TGA 

measurements, cf., Fig. 7-1.  Mass losses associated with water were reduced, and 

calculated sulfate contents were similar for preheated samples and those dried at room 

temperature.  This maximum sulfate content x = 0.70–0.71 is similar to values reported 

by Nekhamkin et al. [25] for samples prepared under slightly different conditions, and it 

also mimics the compositions of the reported crystals Zr18O4(OH)38.8(SO4)12.6·33H2O and 

Hf18O10(OH)26(SO4)13·33H2O.  From TGA, Ahmed et al. [23] found that sulfate 

decomposition for Hf18O23(SO4)13 and Zr18O23(SO4)13 occurs at temperatures higher than 

those for the Hf and Zr disulfates; the decomposition temperature is also higher than 

those of the basic sulfates Hf(OH)2SO4·H2O and Zr3O5SO4 [16,21].  Given the propensity 

of its formation from aqueous solution and its enhanced thermal stability, the 

composition with x = 0.71 exhibits special stability within this system.  As noted below, 

this behavior extends to thin films, making this formula particularly interesting for 

applications where enhanced levels of chemical and thermal stability are desired.  

     Because the sulfate La2O2SO4 is known to be thermally stable (decomposition T > 

1300 oC) [26,27], La was added to the mother HafSOx solution in an effort to modify 

dehydration properties and thermal-decomposition temperatures.  To explore this mixed-

metal system, a solution containing 23% La (total metal) was prepared, and precipitation 

was induced by heating; from chemical analysis, however, only 3% La was found in the 

product.  The sulfate content x = 0.71 was established from TGA, and the decomposition 
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temperature of 820 oC was found to be minimally changed from the undoped sample with 

the same sulfate content.  Coprecipitation was then induced by adding NH3(aq) to a 

solution containing 32% La.  In this case, chemical analysis revealed that the fraction of 

La in the precipitate matched that in the mother solution.  Thermal decomposition of this 

La-laden precipitate was different from undoped HafSOx.  A larger mass loss was 

observed below 200 ºC, indicating a more significantly hydrated precipitate.  Mass loss 

attributed to sulfate was apparent above 700 ºC, though heating features were less abrupt 

and no constant mass was observed, even with heating to 1000 ºC at the slow rate of 2 ºC 

min−1.  For this heating rate, decomposition occurs at approximately 870 ºC, though this 

value is strongly dependent on heating rate and gas flow. The sample was completely 

decomposed to sulfate-free oxides by heating at 1500 ºC, and from the measured mass 

loss, the formula Hf0.68La0.32O1.48(SO4)0.36 was established for the precipitate that was 

dried at 650 ºC for 3 h.   

  X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected for precipitated HafSOx powders to 

establish temperature ranges for stability of crystalline phases (Fig. 7-2a.)  Following 

room-temperature drying, a complex diffraction pattern was recorded for samples 

produced with H2SO4(aq) as the sulfate source and having maximum sulfate content; 

other samples exhibited no or diffuse diffraction patterns.  Samples (x = 0.70) dried at 

room temperature and heated for 1 h at temperatures between 100 and 700 ºC become 

amorphous.  Peaks characteristic of crystalline, monoclinic HfO2 are observed after 

heating to 750 ºC and higher for 1 h; 3% La samples exhibit similar diffraction profiles.  

As the onset of sulfate loss occurs at 720 ºC, cf., Fig. 7-1, crystallization is found to 

coincide with sulfate loss.  Gimblett et al. [24] noted similar thermal behavior for a 

zirconium oxide sulfate. 

     XRD data for HafSOx:32% La are shown in Fig. 7-2b.  Both the precipitated powder 

and that heated to 700 ºC are X-ray amorphous.  Just as with undoped HafSOx, a 

detectable crystalline phase forms between 700 and 750 ºC (1h heating), which is the 

temperature interval over which sulfate begins to decompose.  Monoclinic HfO2, 

however, is not the observed phase.  Rather, the diffraction profile is consistent with 

cubic (or tetragonal) HfO2, the phases of HfO2 often stabilized by inclusion of lanthanide 
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atoms.  At higher temperatures, Hf2La2O7 and monoclinic HfO2 are formed, as predicted 

from consideration of the applicable phase diagrams [28].  These results are consistent 

with the work of  Zhang et al. [29] on the system ZrO2–La2O3, where they found 

stabilization of cubic ZrO2 with 10–37% La at 900 oC with phase separation into 

Zr2La2O7 and ZrO2 occurring at 1050 ºC. 

XRD data for thin films of HafSOx (x ~ 0.67 & 0.85) and HafSOx:24% La heated at 

selected temperatures for 5 min each are summarized in Figs. 7-3a & 7-3b, respectively.  

For both HafSOx compositions, films are X-ray amorphous from 325–650 ºC, and 

monoclinic HfO2 is detected as the temperature rises through and above 700 ºC.  

HafSOx:La films are amorphous from 330–700 ºC, while a cubic phase is detected from 

750–1000 oC.  The cubic phase is unstable at 1100 ºC and higher temperatures, as 

separation into monoclinic HfO2 and Hf2La2O7 phases commences.  For films of HafSOx 

and HafSOx:La, loss of sulfate can be directly correlated with oxide crystallization, 

which is consistent with the behavior of powders. 

     Compositions for selected films were established from the relative concentrations of 

Hf, La, Cl, and S via electron-microprobe analysis (EMPA).  Because O concentrations 

were determined imprecisely, final compositions are expressed as dehydrated formulas 

with O included for charge balance.  Two representative HafSOx films heated at 325 ºC 

(5 min) were determined to be HfO0.985(SO4)0.67Cl0.69 and HfO0.915(SO4)0.85Cl0.47, 

representing sulfate compositions of x = 0.67 and 0.85, respectively.  The x = 0.85 sulfate 

film was further heated to 650 ºC (5 min) and determined to be HfO1.275(SO4)0.71Cl0.03.  

Also, a HafSOx:La film heated at 330 ºC (5 min) was determined to be 

Hf0.76La0.24O0.73(SO4)0.96Cl0.38.  A few comments regarding these compositions can be 

made.  The combination of spin-coating, rapid dehydration, and polymerization 

associated with processing the films results in kinetic trapping of Cl, contrasting with the 

powder precipitates, which are essentially Cl free.  For similar reasons, it is also possible 

to trap higher concentrations of sulfate in the films than in the powders, although as 

demonstrated from heating the sulfate-rich, x = 0.85 film, the sulfate content was reduced 

to x = 0.71, which matches the composition for precipitated HafSOx powders having 

maximum sulfate content.  For HafSOx:La, the measured fraction of La (24%) agrees 
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well with the 23% La concentration in the precursor solution.  Finally, we note that 

amorphous products are consistently obtained with both powders and films, meaning 

paths should be available for low-temperature preparation of Cl-free films.   

Thin-film dielectric characterization 

  For dielectric testing, MIM capacitors were fabricated by spin coating and annealing 

150–300 nm of HafSOx, ZircSOx, or derivative compositions on Ta-coated SiO2/Si 

substrates.  As seen from the micrographs for HafSOx and HafSOx:La in Fig. 7-4, the 

resulting films are dense and free of cracks and pores.  In addition, the relatively rough 

Ta-SOx interfaces have been effectively planarized, as indicated by the smooth top 

surfaces of the SOx films.  Each of these features is indicative of amorphous films.  The 

MIM electrical test structures were completed by evaporating patterned arrays of 1.2-mm 

diameter Al dots directly onto the SOx films.  The capacitors were tested to determine the 

relative permittivity and loss tangent at 1 kHz as well as electric-field breakdown 

strength; we define breakdown as the electric field where current density surpasses 10 μA 

cm-2.  Both the parent and doped films were deposited to examine the effects of 

composition and processing on device properties.  Breakdown fields of 4–6 MV cm-1 

were demonstrated for films of HafSOx, ZircSOx, and their La- and Ce-doped 

derivatives; the Ca derivative ZircSOx:Ca exhibited a slightly reduced breakdown of 3.6 

MV cm-1.  All devices and compositions exhibited leakage current densities < 50 nA cm-2 

at 1 MV cm-1, and densities < 10 nA cm-2 were commonly measured.  Relative 

permittivities of 9–12 and loss tangents < 1% were measured for all variations.  As might 

be expected for glassy matrices, moderate variations in composition (< 25 at% of metal 

content) did not significantly affect optimum performance characteristics, though many 

of the derivative compositions provided greater dielectric reliability.  Likewise, derivative 

compositions may have chemical, mechanical, or processing characteristics that befit 

other applications.   

The SOx dielectric properties are comparable to those observed for other complex 

oxide films that have been produced via techniques such as atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) [30–33], physical vapor deposition (PVD) [34–36], or other methods [37–41] in 

support of conventional silicon-based electronics.  In these systems, emphasis has been 
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placed on development of multiple-component materials to inhibit crystallization and 

produce more robust breakdown characteristics relative to the simple binary oxides.  For 

example, in the aluminates (MO2)1-x(AlO1.5)x and silicates (MO2)1-x(SiO2)x (M = Zr, Hf) 

with 25–50 mol% AlO1.5 or SiO2, permittivities covering the range of 8–16 have been 

observed [31,33,35,41].  Like HafSOx and ZircSOx, the Hf and Zr aluminates and 

silicates are characterized as amorphous films with crystallization occurring at high 

temperatures (750–1000 oC) in conjunction with phase segregation, producing HfO2 or 

ZrO2 [31–33,35,41–43].  As we previously described, crystalline HfO2 forms from 

HafSOx powders and films at approximately 700 oC in conjunction with sulfate 

decomposition.   

On the basis of performance in MIM capacitors, La derivatives of SOx films were 

selected for investigation as gate dielectrics in TFTs.  These TFTs were fabricated with 

HafSOx:La or ZircSOx:La as the gate dielectrics and amorphous zinc tin oxide (ZTO) [8] 

or zinc indium oxide (ZIO) [9] as the semiconductor channel layers.  Characteristic 

device performance is depicted in Fig. 7-5.  Transistor operation, Fig. 7-5a, is evident 

from the field-effect current modulation (increased ID with increasing VGS) and saturation 

in drain-to-source current at higher values of drain-to-source voltage, resulting in an on-

to-off ratio > 106.  Most importantly, gate leakage currents IG, Fig. 7-5b, are very low – 

only nA cm−2.  Considering the performance in TFTs, the images of Fig. 7-4, and the 

MIM-test results, it is clear that HafSOx:La and ZircSOx:La, in particular, exhibit the 

necessary features for a high-quality, thin-film dielectric.  The materials are sufficiently 

robust for device integration, withstanding plasma exposure during sputter deposition of 

the channel and subsequent thermal processing.  The requirements for a high-quality 

dielectric/channel interface have also clearly been met.  

     For low-temperature, high-speed printing, our material systems have distinct 

advantages compared to metal-organic sol-gel precursors that have been extensively used 

in solution-based deposition of inorganic oxides.  The presence of the organic moiety in 

many cases necessitates a high-temperature burnout step, which leads to significant 

volume changes and generally to crystallization and the phenomenon of “mud cracking.”  

These features limit performance in many devices, and they have contributed to the 
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absence of additive solution processing of inorganic materials.  Hydrolysis and 

condensation reactions with metal-organic precursors are also generally quite slow, 

limiting the applicability of numerous printing techniques.  For most oxide systems, such 

precursors also impart an unnecessary expense, as suitable printing viscosities can readily 

be achieved through control of pH and species concentrations.  We have overcome these 

limitations and realized amorphous, very high-quality dielectric films through modest 

thermal processing – without resorting to any type of complex atomic layer-by-layer or 

surface mediated process to produce the results.  We believe the continued development 

of the methodology associated with dehydration and condensation of organic-free 

aqueous solutions similar to that used for HafSOx and ZircSOx deposition represents the 

optimum route to printed inorganic devices.  Already, we have deposited with these 

methods a number of additional materials as high-quality dielectrics and semiconductors 

for TFT applications.  Such dielectric capability may also logically be extended to hybrid 

inorganic-organic devices. 

Nanolaminate structures   

Considering the low processing temperatures, high atomic density, uniformity, and 

smooth surfaces of the HafSOx and ZircSOx films, it appeared likely that ordered, 

laminated structures could be produced by alternately depositing the two materials.  

Because of the difference in scattering factors for Hf and Zr, X-ray reflectivity (XRR) 

provided a useful means for characterizing such laminates.  From initial studies, XRR 

features were found to extend to high scattering angles, indicating that the 

HafSOx/ZircSOx bilayers could be deposited with a high degree of precision and 

regularity.  An XRR pattern for a characteristic HafSOx/ZircSOx nanolaminate is 

displayed in Fig. 7-6a; the more intense diffraction peaks derive from the bilayer 

thickness, while the smaller oscillations are related to the total laminate stack thickness.  

By systematically and independently varying the thicknesses of the HafSOx and ZircSOx 

layers, the thicknesses of single layers were also derived.  From this analysis, individual 

layers of HafSOx and ZircSOx were determined to be 8.6 and 5.3 nm, respectively, with 

their sum equal to the bilayer measurement of 13.9 nm.  The multilayer stacking 

arrangement and individual layer thicknesses have been corroborated with transmission 
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electron microscopy (TEM) images, cf., Fig. 7-6b.  A 16-layer, 8-bilayer sequence is 

clearly evident from the alternate stacking of dark HafSOx and light ZircSOx layers.  

These periodic nanolaminates showcase the reproducibility in depositing both materials, 

and they are also a more stringent measure of precision in film thickness and uniformity 

than could be demonstrated with a single film. 

     We have found that layer spacings can be readily controlled over a very broad range 

by adjusting the concentrations of the precursors.  High-order reflections have been 

observed in all diffraction patterns, indicating bilayers have been consistently deposited 

with a variability < 0.5 nm, including roughness.  To date, the thinnest bilayer has 

measured 6 nm by XRR, which requires single layers ≤ 3 nm.  It is noteworthy that both 

thicker layers (tens of nm) and thinner layers (a few nm) can be deposited with regularity.  

For solution-processed films, in general, atomic rearrangements during solvent loss and 

annealing generate rough surfaces and incomplete coverage, yet SOx films exhibit 

extremely smooth surfaces with interface displacements over only a few atomic lengths.  

Production of thin films and laminates of this standard would be expected to require 

sophisticated vapor deposition systems and atomic-layer mass-transport control, yet we 

have used straightforward beaker chemistries and inexpensive vacuum-free spin-coating 

procedures to produce the results. 

     The laminated structures are also important from the perspective of solution printing; 

they provide a demonstration of the first step necessary for additive processing and 

printing of inorganic materials for electronics and electromechanical systems.  It is 

improbable that multiple layers and structures could be realized with highly porous films, 

as an applied fluid ink is likely to wick into the underlying layer, resulting in interlayer 

mixing.  The absence of pores and voids in the SOx films is a necessary precondition for 

realizing distinct layers in the laminated stack.  The laminates also represent a simple and 

very low-cost platform for studying and developing a range of other advanced nanoscale 

technologies. 

Conclusion 

SOx thin-films were deposited in multiple configurations to examine their quality and 

utility.  Rapid condensation kinetics and the amorphous nature of materials allowed a 
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variety of solid phase compositions.  Several were found to exhibit exceptional 

performance as capacitor dielectrics, and HafSOx:La and ZircSOx:La were successfully 

integrated as gate dielectrics in TFT devices.  Their performance characteristics 

demonstrably exceed those reported for any other solution-processed oxide dielectric 

material; indeed, they represent the first solution-processed oxide films to be successfully 

incorporated as a gate dielectric in a functioning inorganic TFT.  The extreme 

smoothness, high atomic density, and low-temperature processing of the individual films 

have allowed the first demonstration of purely inorganic nanolaminates via solution 

processing.  The high-resolution laminates exhibit extremely abrupt interfaces, where 

interdiffusion between adjacent layers extends to a depth of only one or two atoms.  

Moreover, these films were readily deposited with common chemicals and standard spin-

coating techniques.   

Experimental 

Solution precursors  

     Aqueous solutions were prepared for bulk precipitation and for use in thin-film 

deposition.   Reagents used were HfOCl2·8H2O (Alfa Aesar, 99+% excluding 1.5%Zr), 

ZrOCl2·8H2O (Wah Chang spectrographic grade), La2(SO4)3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), 

La(NO3)3·6H2O (Johnson Matthey, 99.9%), Ce2(SO4)3·8H2O (Strem, 99%), CaO (Alfa 

Aesar, 99.95%), (NH4)2SO4 (Mallinkrodt AR), H2SO4(aq) (EM Science, GR ACS, 95-

98%) and NH3(aq) (EM Science, GR ACS, 28-30%).  All solutions were prepared by 

combining HfOCl2 or ZrOCl2 with La2(SO4)3, Ce2(SO4)3, or CaO as necessary for a total 

metal concentration ~ 0.8 M, followed by addition of sulfate solution, for a total metal 

concentration of ~ 0.5 M.  Additional modifications were made as necessary to serve as 

precursors for hydroxide precipitation reactions.  Precursors for nanolaminate films were 

prepared by adding H2SO4(aq) to HfOCl2 or ZrOCl2 solutions as 46% sulfate relative to 

metal.  Solutions were diluted to a metal concentration of 0.03–0.5 M. 

Powder precipitates 

     Precipitation was induced by immersing tubes of solution in a boiling water bath for 

40 min.  For the strategy of hydroxide induced precipitation, HfOCl2 and La2(SO4)3 were 

mixed as 23% La (metal percent), followed by addition of solutions of La(NO3)3 and 
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(NH4)2SO4 to give [Hf] = 0.39 M, [La] = 0.18 M, and [SO4] = 0.42 M.  1.9 mol 

equivalents (relative to total metal) of saturated NH3(aq) were added quickly and stirred 

for 1 min.  All precipitates were filtered through paper with suction, followed by several 

rinses with de-ionized water.  The filtrates were dried at room temperature for 1 day.  

Samples were subsequently heated in alumina crucibles in air at temperatures 100–1500 

ºC for 1–4 h.  XRD data were collected with a Siemens D5000 diffractometer, utilizing 

Cu Kα radiation.  Thermogravimetric data were collected with a Shimadzu TGA-50 by 

heating samples (10–20 mg) in a Pt crucible under flowing N2(g), typically at a rate of 10 

ºC min−1, and holding for 15 min at the highest temperature.  Chemical analysis was 

determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICPAES), 

collected with a Jobin Yvon JY2000 analysis setup.  Samples were dissolved in digestion 

bombs at 200 ºC for a few hours and diluted to measurable levels. 

Thin films  

     Si substrates with a coating of Ta metal or SiO2 were used.  Films were deposited on 

500 nm of Ta for capacitor and TFT testing and onto 200 nm of SiO2 for all other 

purposes.  The surfaces were prepared for deposition by ultrasonic cleaning in Decon 

Labs, Contrad-70 solution at 45 ºC for 45 min, followed by thorough rinsing with 

deionized water before deposition.  Thin films of HafSOx, ZircSOx, and derivatives with 

added La, Ce, or Ca, were deposited on substrates by spin coating at 3000 rpm for 30 s, 

followed by immediate hot-plate polymerization at 135º C for 1.5–2 min; derivatives 

were additionally heated at 325 ºC for 15 s – 2 min.  This procedure was repeated until 

desired thicknesses were obtained; 150–300 nm thick films were produced for all 

purposes with the exception of the nanostructured laminates.  Nanolaminates were 

constructed by alternately depositing HafSOx and ZircSOx layers.  This process was 

repeated until desired thicknesses were obtained.  A final oven anneal at 325 ºC for 5–10 

min completed the process. 

     MIM capacitor structures were completed by thermally evaporating circular contacts 

of Al (1.2 mm diameter) via shadowmask on deposited dielectrics.  Relative dielectric 

constant and loss tangent were obtained by using a Hewlett-Packard 4192A impedance 

analyzer.  Leakage currents and breakdown fields were assessed using a Hewlett-Packard 
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4140B picoammeter with a voltage ramp rate of 1 V s-1.  Bottom-gate thin-film transistor 

structures were fabricated by rf sputtering zinc indium oxide or zinc tin oxide channel 

materials onto the spin-coated dielectrics with no intentional substrate heating during 

sputtering.  Zinc tin oxide channel layers were subsequently heated at 300 ºC for 1 h.  Ti 

source and drain contacts were thermally evaporated via shadowmask; device width = 

1000 µm and length = 200 µm.  Electrical characterization of TFTs was performed with a 

Hewlett-Packard 4156C semiconductor parameter analyzer. 

    Thin-film XRD data were collected with a Rigaku RAPID diffractometer, employing 

Cu Kα radiation generated from a rotating anode at 50 kV and 270 mA.  The incident 

beam angle was 7.6º, while the diffracted beam was collected with an image plate.  XRR 

data were collected with Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 40 mA) on a Bruker D8 Discover 

Diffractometer.  The incident beam was collimated with a parabolic multilayer mirror and 

0.1-mm divergence slit.  The exit beam was conditioned with a 0.6-mm anti-scatter slit, a 

Soller-slit assembly, and a 0.05-mm detector slit.  When the intensity reaching the 

detector exceeded 300k cps, a 0.6-mm Cu attenuator was placed between the beam and 

the detector.  Low-angle reflections up to 10º (2θ) were collected in 0.005º steps at 0.5 

s/step.  Transmission FTIR data were collected on a Nicolet 5PC spectrometer with 

corresponding substrate as reference.  EMPA data were collected on a Cameca SX-50.  

Intensities of O Kα, Si Kα, Cl Kα, Hf Mα, La Lα, S Kα, and Zr Lα were collected on 

wavelength dispersive spectrometers (WDS) using gas flow proportional detectors with 

P-10 gas.  Data were collected at three different accelerating voltages – 10, 15, and 20 kV 

– with experimental intensities determined from the average of ten proximate positions 

on each sample.  LaPO4, Ca10(PO4)6Cl2, CaSO4, Hf, Si, Zr, and MgO were used as 

standards.  Raw intensities were corrected by a procedure detailed by Donovan and 

Tingle [44].  Quantitative elemental analysis was determined by comparing experimental 

k-ratios to simulated values using StrataGEM thin-film composition analysis software, 

which employs the PAP formalism developed by Pouchou and Pichoir [45]. 
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Figure 7-1. TGA for HafSOx (x = 0.70) with various pretreatments indicated. Samples 
heated under flowing N2(g) at a rate of 10 ºC min−1. 
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Figure 7-2. XRD for HafSOx and HafSOx:La powders. a) XRD for HafSOx powders 
after heating to given temperatures in air for 1 h except as noted; HfO2 (monoclinic) is a 
simulated pattern here and in Fig. 7-3. b) XRD for HafSOx:32% La powders after heating 
to given temperatures for 1 h except as noted. HfO2 + Hf2La2O7 is a simulated pattern 
here and in Fig. 7-3.   
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Figure 7-3. XRD for HafSOx and HafSOx:La thin films. a) XRD for HafSOx films after 
heating to given temperatures in air for 5 min. Low-intensity features at 31.8º and 45.6º 
are attributed to the substrate. b) XRD for HafSOx:24% La films after heating to given 
temperatures in air for 5 min.   
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Figure 7-4. SEM images for HafSOx and HafSOx:La thin-films. a) Image of HafSOx 
deposited on Ta. b) Image HafSOx:24% La deposited on Ta.  
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characteristics of a TFT with HafSOx:La dielectric and ZIO oxide channel layer at 
selected gate voltages, VGS. b) Representative log (ID)-VGS and log (IG)-VGS 
characteristics for TFT with HafSOx:La dielectric and ZIO channel (VDS = 20 V). (μ ≈ 1 
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Figure 7-6. XRR plot and associated bright field TEM for HafSOx/ZircSOx multilayer 
thin film. a) XRR plot representing periodicity over large areal coverage. b) TEM cross-
section image.  This configuration consists of 16 alternating layers (8 bilayers), beginning 
with HafSOx at the SiO2 interface.  HafSOx layers of 8.6 nm and ZircSOx layers of 5.3 
nm together compose bilayers of 13.9 nm. 
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Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider the solution deposition of high-quality oxide 

dielectric thin films for the fabrication of active electronic devices. The importance of 

such insulating films is readily appreciated by considering the pervasive use of integrated 

circuits built from Si-based CMOS devices, where utility is largely predicated on the 

superior insulating properties of SiO2 as opposed to the rather modest semiconductor 

performance of Si [1]. While the advances in solution-processed semiconductors detailed 

in this volume are impressive, it is important to note that their device implementation 

through additive processing will generally require suitable oxide dielectric materials. But, 

solution-processed oxide films, because of their deposition, morphological characteristics 

and performance limitations, are often found to be poor mimics of vapor-deposited 

counterparts. Such has certainly been the case for integrated high-performance insulators, 

especially in the context of enabling direct methods of high-speed printing and 

patterning. While establishing capabilities to print and integrate high-quality oxide 

dielectrics poses a very significant challenge for solution processing, success is very 

likely to open many opportunities in fabricating active electronics, as well as providing 

new approaches to the production of a variety of unique optical and optoelectronic 

devices. 

Gate dielectric materials selection   

The function, utility, and design parameters for an insulator in a field-effect thin-

film transistor (TFT) are conveniently exemplified by considering the bottom-gate 

staggered device shown in Figure 8-1. In this transistor, source-to-drain current through 

the semiconductor (channel) is modulated by a field imposed on the semiconductor via 

the metal-insulator gate.  

Here, the semiconductor is assumed to be n-type, and the source voltage is set to 

ground. Under ideal conditions, the carrier concentration in the channel is sufficiently 

low such that no measurable current flows on application of a small positive voltage 

between the source and drain (VDS) while maintaining a zero gate-to-source voltage 

(VGS). For VGS and VDS > 0, electrons in the semiconductor accumulate near the 

semiconductor-insulator interface, trap states fill, and drain-to-source current (IDS) flows. 
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At a fixed value of VGS and a small VDS, IDS increases in a linear fashion according to 

Ohms law (Figure 8-2). At higher values of VDS, a charge depletion zone forms near the 

drain, effectively pinching off the accumulation layer and producing the observed 

saturation in IDS ≡ IDSAT when VDS ≥ VGS-VON. Also, as seen in Figure 8-2, the magnitude 

of IDSAT is determined by VGS and the associated charge density in the accumulation 

layer.  (Note: Additional details on transistor operation can be found in chapter 1). 

In a high-performance transistor, IDSAT is large even for small VGS, while only a 

small leakage current flows through the gate insulator.  IDSAT is given by  

IDSAT = (W/L)μCG (VGS − VON)2  

where, cf., Figure 8-1, W is the width of the transistor; L is the source-to-drain 

separation; μ is the channel device mobility; CG is the gate-capacitance density; and VON 

is the turn-on voltage (represented as the value of VGS where IDS rises above the gate 

leakage current). IDSAT can be maximized by minimizing L, using a semiconductor with a 

large μ, or maximizing CG.   

For our purposes, we are interested in maximizing CG, which is described by 

CG = (εI A)/dI 

where εI is the relative dielectric constant of the insulator, and dI is the thickness of the 

insulator. Higher values of CG, leading to enhanced transistor performance, will thus be 

observed with thin insulators having high dielectric constants. But, these characteristics 

must be tempered by the need to maintain small leakage currents, which increase 

dramatically via tunneling for very thin films. Such leakage currents can represent a 

significant source of power loss in driving devices, which in the case of solution-

processed and printed electronics is of considerable concern in the context of the 

dimensionally large transistors envisioned for use in macroelectronic applications.  

At this point, it is useful to consider the important film features and performance 

metrics that will produce an optimal gate dielectric. The surface of the dielectric should 

be atomically smooth. A dielectric with a rough surface will lead to an irregular insulator-

semiconductor interface, impeding the flow of charge through the semiconductor and 

reducing channel mobility. As noted above, thin films with large relative dielectric 

constants (> ~10) and small leakage current densities (< ~10 nA/cm2 @ 1 MV/cm) are 
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desirable.  At the same time, large breakdown fields (> ~4 MV/cm) are required to 

preserve device function. To achieve the necessary leakage currents and breakdown 

fields, films must be as dense as possible and exhibit no pores or cracks. Both from the 

perspective of surface smoothness and need for high breakdown fields and low leakage 

currents, amorphous films are generally preferred for the fabrication of gate dielectric 

layers. 

Because of the challenges in producing such insulators via solution methods, it 

should not be surprising that most oxide semiconductor [2-5] and solution-processed 

inorganic TFTs [6-8] have been fabricated by using binary oxide gate insulators, e.g., 

SiO2, Al2O3, Y2O3, or HfO2, formed via thermal oxidation or vapor deposition; TFTs 

containing inorganic semiconductors in conjunction with solution-deposited thin 

organic/inorganic hybrid dielectrics have also been described [9-11]. Although binary 

oxides will continue to be used for TFT gate dielectric applications, they do not represent 

an optimal approach to realizing high-performance devices. Binary oxides have a 

tendency to crystallize [1,12], many at low process temperatures, producing grain 

boundaries that contribute to enhanced impurity interdiffusion and high leakage currents. 

An important gate insulator figure-of-merit is provided by the product of the dielectric 

constant and breakdown field [13]. It is important to note that binary oxides with high 

dielectric constants have small band gaps, and binary oxides with small dielectric 

constants have wide band gaps. Wide band-gap oxides are desirable for gate dielectrics, 

as breakdown fields scale with the magnitude of the band gap. But, these are generally 

the materials with small dielectric constants. Hence, selection of a binary oxide as an 

insulator involves a compromise between dielectric constant and breakdown field.  

One approach to the production of high-performance dielectrics relies on the use 

of mixed-metal, multiple- component oxides. These oxides provide convenient means for 

controlling the dielectric-constant breakdown-field product through incorporation of 

components that specifically contribute to performance via dielectric constant or 

breakdown. At the same time, the mixed materials can inhibit crystallization, resulting in 

deposition of amorphous films with extremely flat surfaces. Common candidate, base 

oxides for tuning these properties are listed in Table 8-1.  
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The oxides SiO2, Al2O3, and related wide band-gap binary oxides are attractive 

for use at the channel-semiconductor interface, because their large gaps and attendant 

conduction-band discontinuities contribute to high breakdown fields and suppression of 

charge injection. Oxides such as HfO2, Ta2O5, and TiO2 exhibit relatively small band 

gaps, but they are highly polarizable, which translates into high and desirable dielectric 

constants. But, their modest band gaps and high electron affinities contribute to small 

conduction-band offsets at the insulator-semiconductor interface, providing small carrier 

injection barriers, low breakdown-field capabilities, and high leakage current densities. 

Multiple-component oxides can be used in three ways to meet the performance 

requirements of gate dielectrics in TFTs. A single homogeneous dielectric can be 

produced by combining selected wide band-gap materials with those exhibiting smaller 

gaps and higher dielectric constants. For example, the mixtures HfO2-SiO2 [14] and 

HfO2-Al2O3 [15] have been extensively studied as gate dielectrics in Si CMOS devices. 

Alternatively, wide and small-gap materials can be interleaved to form multilayered 

structures, as demonstrated by stacked layers of TiO2 and Al2O3 produced via atomic 

layer deposition. The presence of sharp dielectric interfaces in such structured materials 

provides a means to improve dielectric-breakdown fields. Finally, a compositionally 

graded material dominated by a high dielectric-constant material at the metal-insulator 

interface and a high band-gap material at the dielectric-semiconductor interface provides 

an additional alternative.  

Producing high-quality films from solution       

The production of high-quality insulators is predicated on the deposition of pore-

free, crack-free oxide films. The fundamental challenges in depositing oxide thin films 

from solution are associated with the processes of conversion of soluble precursors into 

dense solids. This statement should be intuitively obvious, but without appropriate 

reaction pathways between the liquid and solid states, high-quality films cannot be 

produced. The prevalence of morphologically coarse oxide films in the literature reveals 

that suitable chemistries have not been applied to many oxide systems. The failure of 

many precursor systems results from addition of a variety of condensation inhibitors and 

surface capping groups that effectively stabilize reactant species under a variety of 
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processing conditions. In the majority of such cases the modifications produce high 

energy barriers to reaction, precluding low-temperature conversion to solid oxide and 

promoting the production of high surface-area, porous, and rough films. By placing 

greater emphasis on conversion pathways from precursor to oxide, low energy reactions 

should be devised that allow condensation to proceed uniformly. Especially for electronic 

applications, thin oxide films must retain density, homogeneity, and uniformity during 

condensation, so identification of appropriate conversion pathways represents the primary 

prerequisite for success. 

Typically, in solution-phase film deposition, a precursor coating is applied to a 

surface and heated, whereupon the elimination of solvent leads to localized crystallization 

and separation of solid particles. To prevent these processes, metal-organic precursors 

can be commonly employed for “sol-gel” deposition, wherein the organic ligands 

essentially act as vehicles to promote glass formation. Ultimately, embedded organic 

ligands must be removed from thin-film layers, either by rapid combustion or slow 

diffusion. Rapid combustion generates a high density of reactive surfaces, which leads to 

pinholes and voids that must be eliminated via high-temperature densification. 

Alternatively, the organic ligands may be removed by slow diffusion. Diffusion occurs 

most readily near the surface of the film, creating a condensed layer of oxide that tends to 

encapsulate ligands at depths of greater than a few nm.  Further removal of organic 

groups can only occur through cracks and voids in the film. So the required mass 

transport limits the quality of deposited films, their deposition rates, or thickness per 

deposition cycle. 

     In principle, high-quality films could be deposited at a high rate if appropriate 

precursors were available. We have designed a class of aqueous inorganic precursors that 

exhibit chemical reactivities that are especially suitable for high speed processing. 

Namely, the precursors described in the following sections undergo rapid condensation, 

and they resist crystallization without addition of organic ligands. 
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HafSOx thin-film dielectrics [16] 

Hafnium oxide sulfate (HafSOx) was chosen as a candidate oxide dielectric 

because the system exhibits diverse chemistries in solution, and it resists crystallization in 

the solid phase. In addition, as noted previously, oxides containing HfO2 are well known 

to have relatively high dielectric constants. The strong interactions between hafnium-

hydroxo groups (and analogous zirconium-hydroxo groups) and sulfato ligands have been 

known for a century [17], but solution species have only been characterized under special 

conditions or inferred from structural characterization of precipitated crystals. Through 

variations in concentration, temperature, and time, the nature of solution-phase 

condensation can be controlled to be molecular, colloidal, gelatinous, or nanocrystalline 

[18-21]. All of these forms of hafnium oxide sulfate become amorphous as they 

dehydrate, and in fact, crystallized phases have not been synthesized by solid-state 

reaction. Therefore, the material can readily be prepared in the amorphous state and 

remain so over a great range of conditions, providing a convenient path to the desired 

morphology of a dielectric film.  

A simplified series of reactions between a hafnium salt and sulfuric acid is given 

in Figure 8-3. The reactions showcase important facets of thin-film synthesis (but don’t 

address the precise identities of intermediates or complexities of aqueous hafnium 

chemistry.) In the first step, a hafnium oxide chloride crystal hydrate is dissolved in water 

to disperse small hafnium-hydroxo molecular clusters. Sulfato ligands are subsequently 

added in the form of sulfuric acid. Since sulfato binds more strongly than chloro, 

hafnium-hydroxo-sulfato aqueous species are created. Under mild heating, these species 

readily polymerize through dehydration to form amorphous thin films. During drying, 

changes in pH accentuate condensation of already reactive clusters. Hence, long-range 

covalent bonding proceeds before localized rearrangements and “mud cracking” can 

occur.  

The condensation chemistry allows films of various compositions, as the addition 

of sulfate renders the materials amorphous over a range of concentrations as implied by 

the acronym HafSOx, where “x” typically assumes values of 0.3–1 (refer to Figure 8-3, 

where the top reaction sequence represents x = 0.5.) The amorphous character and 
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structural integrity are retained until the material decomposes with stoichiometric loss of 

SO3(g) at approximately 700 °C. The smoothness and uniformity of deposited films are 

illustrated by the SEM images in Figure 8-4. Rapid kinetics, absence of organics, and 

facile condensation, all play important roles in the deposition of these dense HafSOx 

films. 

 The rapid condensation processes also allow for a variety of metal-atom 

substitutions within the amorphous matrix, including but not limited to Al, Ca, Ce, and 

La. HafSOx thin-films and several atomically mixed compositions at thicknesses of 150–

250 nm were studied as dielectrics in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor structures. 

Such MIM structures were constructed by depositing the insulator on Ta metal, cf., 

Figure 8-4, and adding an array of Al contacts of 1.2-mm diameter via thermal 

evaporation. At a frequency of 1 kHz, dielectric permittivities of 9–12, and loss tangents 

< 1% have been established for all variations, exhibiting little dependence on 

composition. Breakdown fields of 4–6 MV cm−1 have been demonstrated with leakage 

currents < 10 nA cm−2 at 1 MV cm−1.  Selected materials have been evaluated as gate 

dielectrics within TFT structures, where the other component films of the TFTs have 

been deposited by conventional vapor methods. For this application, the dielectric must 

provide effective modulation of current in the adjacent semiconductor layer; any 

significant mobile charge in the dielectric will hamper operation. In the example provided 

here, La atoms were included in the matrix (HafSOx:La) in an attempt to nominally raise 

solution pH without premature particle agglomeration, thereby lowering levels of residual 

chloride and minimizing mobile charge in the dielectric. Operational characteristics of a 

resulting TFT are illustrated in Figure 8-5a. These results represent the first successful 

incorporation of a solution-deposited oxide gate dielectric in a functioning inorganic 

TFT. The device behaves in a qualitatively ideal manner. Current levels are effectively 

modulated with applied gate voltage; and at each gate voltage, drain current increases 

predictably until saturation. More importantly, gate leakage currents are so low that a 

large on/off ratio (~107) in the transfer curve (Figure 8-5b) can be attributed to effective 

switching rather than undesirable current across the dielectric. Transfer and measured 

gate leakage (IG) curves, such as those given in Figure 8-5b, are only occasionally 
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reported in the literature, yet they represent a fundamental contribution to establishing the 

veracity of reported TFT function. The ordinate ID, here and in any I-V curve for a 

transistor, simply represents the total drain current, which arises from both the desired 

charge flow through the semiconductor channel and any unwanted leakage through the 

dielectric. As a result, a device with a poor dielectric and a high gate leakage current can 

produce apparent ideal transistor behavior similar to that illustrated in Figure 8-5a. In 

such devices, derived parameters such as channel mobility may be erroneously derived.    

 The combined characteristics of HafSOx films make them effective dielectrics. 

Smooth interfaces and homogeneous morphology, permittivity of approximately 10, and 

low leakage currents collectively allow moderate voltage operation, while alleviating 

energy losses from gate leakage. The preparation temperature of 325 °C is relatively low, 

considering that organic sol-gel precursors usually require heating to ≥ 500 °C and/or 

oxygen plasma ashing for conversion to oxides.  

AlPO thin-film dielectric   

The system Al2O3-3x(PO4)2x (AlPO) offers unique opportunities for realizing high-

performance dielectrics, both in terms of precursor chemistries and solid phases [22]. 

Hydrolysis of Al+3 solutions is known to generate molecular hydroxo clusters through 

condensation [23,24], whereas the addition of phosphate oxoanions produces 

heteropolymeric species, although these have been studied in much less detail [25]. 

Precursors from these reactions may be readily synthesized over a wide composition 

range, relying on the dissolution of aluminum hydroxide in a mineral acid, as facilitated 

by polymeric interactions of Al+3 with phosphate ligands supplied in the form of 

phosphoric acid.  Thin liquid films deposited from these solutions undergo prompt 

condensation and partial dehydration with mild heating, forming a dense oxide 

framework as solvent molecules are eliminated.  Kinetically rapid condensation and non-

disruptive hydroxo diffusion facilitate a flexible, additive deposition strategy that is not 

accessible with kinetically hindered sol-gel processes.  The nominal reaction occurring 

during the coating and curing of a fully dehydrated film with an electrically useful 

composition may be expressed as: 
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Al(OH)Cl2(aq) + ½H3PO4(aq) → AlO3/4(PO4)1/2(s) + 2HCl(g) + ¼H2O(g) 

In cured films, as in the solid state, stoichiometric AlPO4 is physically and 

structurally similar to various phases of SiO2, while covalent Al-rich oxide compositions 

maintain the morphology of a glass under aggressive thermal processing (>1000 °C). In 

the SEM images shown in Figure 8-6a, a dense amorphous AlPO film cured at 275 °C is 

distinguishable from the high-quality thermally grown SiO2 substrate only by the small 

difference in electron density. Because a long-range, strong covalent framework results 

from condensation at low temperatures, the films are structurally coherent with only mild 

heating.  Thus, although short-range relaxations are possible, long-range diffusion, 

segregation, and roughening do not accompany subsequent solvent loss, which is 

apparent from the retention of film quality following nondisruptive dehydration (Figure 

8-6b). Here, the film is ramped nearly instantaneously from 275 to 600 °C without 

cracking or pore formation, all while undergoing a 15% volume reduction. Importantly, 

these glasses may also accommodate a large fraction (ca. 33 at%) of a less acidic oxide, 

such as La2O3, which provides enhanced polarizability and dielectric constant, albeit at 

the expense of phase segregation above 800 °C. 

The insulator-semiconductor interface is critical for transistor performance, as the 

number of charge trapping defects scales with interfacial area. The surfaces of AlPO 

dielectrics produced through inorganic condensation are essentially featureless, making 

them suitable for bottom gate TFT configurations. Rapid high-temperature processing 

does not alter film morphology across the entire temperature range 275–1000 °C; contact-

mode AFM surface and line-profile scans of an AlPO film annealed at 1000 °C are 

shown in Figure 8-7. Rms roughness remains <0.1 nm, and a line-scan over 7 μm 

indicates a maximum height variation <1 nm. These surfaces compare favorably with 

thermally grown SiO2 dielectrics processed near 1000 oC [26], all the more impressive 

given the low-temperature deposition (< 275 °C) and subsequent stability with respect to 

rapid high-temperature processing. 

Morphology and structure are relevant only so far as they influence dielectric 

performance, which can be definitively analyzed only through device integration. 
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Capacitance-voltage, capacitance-frequency, and current-voltage measurements are 

typically performed using metal-insulator-metal (MIM) or metal-insulator-semiconductor 

(MIS) capacitor structures [27]. Such characterization, although useful for extracting 

basic leakage current density, permittivity, and breakdown data are not, by themselves, 

sufficient analysis of functionality. Furthermore, because of widely varying requirements 

with respect to device area, test structures must be of an appropriate size to reflect 

potential applications. Selected I-V curves extracted from MIM and MIS devices with 

spin-coated AlPO insulators are depicted in Figure 8-8. Leakage current density (Jleak) at 

a field strength of 1 MV cm-1 is <10 nA cm-2 for 185-nm thick AlPO films processed at 

300 °C with accompanying breakdown fields ≥ 6 MV cm-1. The thermal flexibility of the 

multicomponent system is evident in that rapid annealing to 1000 °C results in reduced 

leakage with improved dehydration.  While MIS devices are not ideal test structures 

because of the potential growth of an interfacial SiO2 layer, current profiles of MIM 

capacitors with M = Ta and Al are essentially identical to those on Si for temperatures 

where the metals are chemically and morphologically stable (T ≤ 350 °C).   

This thermal stability comes with a price, however, as low polarizability of the 

covalent matrix imparts a modest dielectric constant of ~5 for Al2PO5.5 compositions, 

(though substitution of 33 at% La can boost this value to ~8.5). This suboptimal value 

can be somewhat mitigated by high breakdown fields and low leakage currents. As 

demonstrated by use in Si CMOS devices for more than 30 years, low-leakage insulators 

with (relatively) low permittivity, e.g., SiO2, can offer capacitance densities suitable for 

high-performance applications, provided they can be deposited sufficiently thin without 

compromising breakdown and leakage characteristics.   

There are very few methods, aside from expensive and slow atomic layer 

deposition (ALD), that are suitable for depositing high-quality ultra-thin films over large 

areas and hence the interest in solution processing as a potential path to high-performance 

oxide dielectrics.  In fact, thin (<100 nm) insulators build on a major strength of film 

deposition through aqueous inorganic condensation, i.e., nanodimensional control in the z 

direction.  As discussed in the following, this methodology is eminently suited for facile 

nanolaminate fabrication requiring repetitive deposition of layers as thin as ~3 nm with 
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subnanometer precision.  Obviously the device sizes (and attendant leakage) compatible 

with manufacturable solution patterning methods for macroelectronics may preclude 

extremely thin dielectrics on the scale of CMOS processing.  Nevertheless, AlPO films as 

thin as 25 nm offer insulator characteristics superior to those of many thicker (>100 nm), 

high-permittivity oxide films deposited via conventional vapor methods. We have 

successfully characterized such films in MIS devices having capacitor areas of 1.1 mm2, 

i.e., device areas that are easily consistent with the dimensional capabilities of ink-jet, 

microcontact, and other low-cost printing methods.  Low-field leakage in these thin 

insulators can actually be lower than that observed in thicker films, cf., Figure 8-8, which 

appears to be aided by enhanced dehydration of ultra-thin layers at intermediate 

temperatures.  Dielectric breakdown while diminished, remains acceptable at 3-5 MV cm-

1.  In comparison, JLeak and breakdown values (though not dielectric constant) are 

equivalent or superior to ALD-deposited dielectrics of similar thickness that are being 

considered for use in large-area oxide electronics fabricated via conventional physical 

vapor deposition (PVD) [4]. 

Integration in active-channel TFTs is the decisive test of gate dielectric 

performance, as both current modulation and minimal leakage are required.  By 

combining a single solution-processed layer with other components deposited though 

conventional vacuum methods a comparative analysis of substituted layers is possible.  

Even limited by the difficult dehydration common to alumina-based systems, AlPO gate 

insulators ~185 nm thick offer qualitative TFT performance in rf-sputtered ZnO-channel 

TFTs for processing temperatures as low as 300 °C.  For the device curve shown in 

Figure 8-9, an on-to-off ratio of 105 is achieved in concert with hard saturation in the ID–

VDS curves.  Importantly, leakage current at 40 VGS is ~0.1nA.   A small amount of 

counter-clockwise hysteresis is observed in the reverse VGS sweep of the transfer curve, 

which may be attributed to residual hydration as acidic protons are repelled from the 

dielectric-semiconductor interface.  Similar residual solvent or counterion contamination 

remains a major barrier to realizing metal oxide dielectrics with processing temperatures 

<300 oC.  Gate-bias induced carrier trapping can impart a similar, opposite hysteresis, 
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raising the possibility that this effect, while nominally undesirable, could be useful to 

stabilize or counteract the I–V effects of such trapping [22]. 

Higher processing temperatures permit more complete dehydration, especially 

when curing thinner films, and mute the aforementioned hysteresis.  I-V characteristics of 

a TFT integrating a 40-nm AlPO gate dielectric cured at 600 °C and an rf-sputtered Zinc 

Tin Oxide [3] (ZTO) channel are shown in Figure 8-10a.  An identical device on 100 nm 

of thermally grown SiO2 is shown in Figure 8-10b.  Hysteresis for the AlPO device is 

small, and IDSAT is > 600 μA at comparatively low operating voltages (VGS = VDS = 10 

V).  Importantly, IG values remain more than five orders of magnitude lower (~1 nA).  As 

expected, current drive at equivalent VGS is higher for the AlPO device, which has a 

capacitance density ~3x that of the SiO2.  Current increases are amplified in disordered 

semiconductors such as ZTO, where field-effect mobilities are strongly dependent on 

gate bias (accumulated charge density) [28,29]. In this particular case, when biased at 

VGS-Von = 10 V, ZTO field-effect mobility on the SiO2 dielectric is ~15 cm2 V-1 s-1, 

whereas on the AlPO dielectric it is ~25 cm2 V-1 s-1. 

Potential chemical interactions across dissimilar solvent systems and the 

sensitivity of oxide semiconductors to redox conditions and surface adsorption combine 

to make integration of solution-processed dielectrics and semiconductors a non-trivial 

undertaking. By maintaining appropriate aqueous deposition conditions for each 

component, however, such difficulties can be minimized. Application of related solvation 

and condensation principles to multicomponent oxide semiconductors has allowed 

fabrication of high-performance oxide TFTs with solution-processed channel and 

dielectric. Field-effect behavior of a bottom-gate TFT composed of a 60-nm AlPO 

dielectric layer and an indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) [30] channel is illustrated in 

Figure 8-11, where both layers were deposited by spin coating and all processing and 

testing was performed in air at a maximum temperature of 450 °C. TFT operation 

remains exceptional, as the relatively high mobility (> 4 cm2 V-1 s-1) and current drive 

(140 μA at VGS = VDS = 15 V) are coupled with gate leakage < 1 nA, negligible 

hysteresis, and moderate operating voltages.  These and related devices offer the highest 

reported performance for oxide TFTs with integrated solution-processed channels and 
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dielectrics, and they clearly demonstrate the potential for solution-deposited oxide 

electronics. 

Although current processing temperatures for AlPO dielectrics remain above the 

threshold for plastic substrates, they are well within the thermal budget of a number of 

other substrates of interest for large-area applications.  Further, by emphasizing film 

quality and the chemical prerequisites for multicomponent oxide film deposition, the 

potential for qualitatively ideal solution-deposited dielectrics has been established.  

Additional, new processing conditions and chemical modifications that will facilitate 

lower dehydration and precursor decomposition temperatures are readily envisioned. 

Compositionally-graded and laminated structures 

 As noted earlier, additional methods to control dielectric behavior include 

compositional grading and highly structured laminates.  The laminates should contain 

multiple, discrete layers of different materials that are selected to maximize the product 

of dielectric constant and breakdown field.  On the basis of high-temperature approaches 

and compromised morphologies of traditionally processed solution-derived films, the 

multilayer, laminated approach to structured dielectrics would be deemed impractical.  

The processing conditions and film qualities described in this contribution, however, 

have provided a means to deposit for the first time via solution such laminates, exhibiting 

qualities that are unsurpassed by any other known deposition technique.  As shown by the 

TEM image of Figure 8-12, films of HafSOx and its zirconium analog ZircSOx can be 

interleaved to form very high-resolution, high-order multilayer structures. An accurate 

bilayer thickness within the laminate can be readily determined from X-ray reflectivity 

(XRR) measurements, which also provide confirmation of the abrupt interfaces (<0.2 nm 

by XRR) that are visually evident in Figure 8-12. While we have not fully characterized 

the physical properties of the laminates, they do offer unique opportunities for 

development of highly structured dielectrics. 

 For tuning purposes, individual film thickness can already be varied in a 

controllable manner from 3 to several hundred nm.  In addition, the film stack can be 

deposited with variable levels of hydration, providing explicit control over film 

interdiffusion.  For example, high-order dehydrated stacks exhibiting stability to high 
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temperatures can be produced by dehydrating individual films during each deposition 

step. Alternatively, stacks can be initially deposited at low temperatures with retention of 

water and then subsequently heated at higher temperatures to promote intermixing, 

providing pathways to the formation of selected compositions or compositionally graded 

films; in addition, differential crystallization of individual films can be harnessed to 

fabricate crystalline high-dielectric films interleaved with amorphous low-leakage films. 

Here, the unique precursor chemistries and condensation processes are providing an 

entirely new, cost-effective bench-top approach to the deposition, study, and 

development of oxide films with capabilities currently unknown with conventional vapor-

based methodologies. 

Summary and perspective  

 We have provided a brief overview of activities directed toward solution 

processing of high-quality oxide dielectrics. By addressing issues in precursor formation 

and condensation processes, oxide films of high morphological quality and performance 

have been successfully incorporated into functioning TFTs. Under appropriate 

conditions, performance characteristics of solution-processed films meet or exceed those 

achievable with the most advanced vapor-deposition technologies.  We have 

demonstrated an approach for depositing on the bench top ALD-quality structures by 

using beaker chemistries, pipettes, and inexpensive deposition tools. Many opportunities 

await examination in the continuing development and study of these materials, both 

through the generation of new precursors and film compositions and the continued 

evolution of processing and printing conditions. The new ability to deposit high-quality 

laminates having controlled levels of hydration provides an unprecedented method for 

fabricating unique structured dielectrics. It is expected that rearrangements at interfaces 

of chemically distinct hydrates will create regions of unique ordering. Such self-assembly 

would augment the nanostructure of deposited layers or lead to complete blending as 

multinary phases. Of course, this film deposition and development vehicle has many 

implications beyond structured dielectrics. 

 Future, widespread use of such solution-derived oxide films will likely be dictated 

by continued progress in lowering process temperatures and demonstrating effective 
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printing and patterning techniques for the fabrication of stable devices and circuits. At 

present, we have identified no fundamental issues restricting the application of aqueous-

based inorganic inks via common patterning techniques that cover length scales from 

nano to macro. For all-oxide electronic devices and circuits, where the performance 

characteristics of the component oxide films are likely to be considerably affected by the 

use of conventional photolithography with polymer resists, direct additive processing via 

printing could provide a unique opportunity to demonstrate the power of solution 

processing and patterning. An all-oxide approach also eliminates vacuum processing, 

while producing films and devices that are stable, chemically robust, and environmentally 

benign. The new, demonstrated ability to readily deposit ultra-thin films in air at modest 

temperatures also provides a unique platform for fabrication of high-performance 

transistor devices, where, for example, exceptionally short source-to-drain lengths (<10 

nm) could be realized through vertical integration of robust and simple materials sets.                 
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Figures 
 

 

 
Figure 8-1. Schematic representation of a staggered, bottom-gate thin-film transistor. 

 

 

 
Figure 8-2. Idealized I-V curves for a thin-film transistor (TFT) at increasing gate 
voltages VGS. 
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Figure 8-3. Chemical sequence representing deposition of hafnium oxide sulfate, and 
generalized formulation for “HafSOx”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-4. SEM of HafSOx thin film on Ta metal layer. Top layer deposited by spin-
coating and annealing at 325 °C for 10 min in air. Reprinted with permission from Adv. 
Funct. Mater. 2007, 17, 2117-2124. Copyright 2007 Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
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Figure 8-5. Device characteristics for bottom-gate TFT with HafSOx:La gate dielectric. 
The gate is evaporated Ta metal on a Si substrate. The gate dielectric is spin-coated 
HafSOx:La, deposited by spin-coating and annealing at 325 °C. Sputtered zinc indium 
oxide serves as the semiconductor layer, and source/drain contacts are evaporated Al. 
Reprinted with permission from Adv. Funct. Mater. 2007, 17, 2117-2124. Copyright 
2007 Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.   
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Figure 8-6. Cross sectional SEM images of an AlPO film deposited on SiO2 and cured at 
a) 275 °C, and b) flash annealed to 600 °C. Reprinted with permission from Chem. 
Mater. 2007, 34, 4023-4029. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8-7. Contact-mode AFM surface and line-profile scans of a 148 nm AlPO film  on 
Si after a 1000 °C anneal for 5 min.  Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2007, 
34, 4023-4029. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 8-8. Current voltage curves for selected AlPO capacitor structures.  A high-quality 
thermally oxidized SiO2 dielectric in an identical structure is included for reference.  Top 
contacts are 0.011 cm2 Al dots thermally evaporated via shadow mask.  Bottom contact is 
made via conductive substrate: p++ Si in the case of 600 °C AlPO and SiO2 capacitors, 
and sputtered Ta metal for 300 °C AlPO devices. 
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Figure 8-9. Log(ID)-VGS (VDS = 20 V) and (inset) ID-VDS characteristics for an rf-
sputtered ZnO TFT on a spin-coated AlPO dielectric annealed at 300 °C. VGS is stepped 
from 0–40 V in 5 V increments for ID-VDS curves; device W/L = 5; L = 100 μm.  
Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2007, 34, 4023-4029. Copyright 2007 
American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 8-10. Representative log(ID)-VGS behavior of an rf-sputtered ZTO-channel TFT on 
a) 40 nm AlPO, and b) 100 nm SiO2 gate dielectrics on unpatterned p++ Si gate 
electrodes.  Channel and Al S/D contacts were defined with shadow masks.  Dielectric 
films were annealed at 600 °C prior to channel deposition, and the completed stack 
annealed at 300 °C.  W/L = 10; L = 100 μm. 
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Figure 8-11.  a) Transfer curve and gate leakage and b) field characteristics for a bottom-
gate TFT with solution-processed IGZO-channel and 60-nm AlPO gate dielectric on an 
unpatterned p++ Si gate electrode.  Maximum processing temperature for the device is 
450 °C.  W/L = 13; L = 100 μm. 
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Figure 8-12. TEM cross-sectional image of a HafSOx/ZircSOx nanolaminate, consisting 
of 16 alternating layers (8 bilayers) with HafSOx on the SiO2/Si substrate. HafSOx layers 
of 8.6 nm and ZircSOx layers of 5.3 nm together compose bilayers of 13.9 nm. Reprinted 
with permission from Adv. Funct. Mater. 2007, 17, 2117-2124. Copyright 2007 Wiley–
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
 

 

 

Table 8-1. Properties of selected binary oxide gate dielectrics [1,9,10]. 

Oxide 
Dielectric 

Constant 

Band gap 

(eV) 

SiO2 4 8.9 

Al2O3 9 8.7 

HfO2 25 5.7 

Ta2O5 26 4.5 

TiO2 80 3.0 
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